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[1] A general theory for transitions between sub-Rayleigh and intersonic rupture speeds
is developed for faults governed by slip-weakening friction. The transition occurs when
stresses moving at intersonic speeds ahead of expanding or accelerating sub-Rayleigh
ruptures exceed the peak strength of the fault, initiating slip within a daughter crack.
Upon reaching a critical nucleation length, the daughter crack becomes dynamically
unstable, expanding into a self-sustaining intersonic rupture. This mechanism holds in
both two and three dimensions. On faults with uniform properties, the seismic S ratio
[S = (tp � t0)/(t0 � tr)], a measure of the initial loading stress, t0, relative to the peak and
residual strengths, tp and tr, respectively, must be smaller than some critical value for
the transition to occur. The maximum S value for unbounded faults in three dimensions
is 1.19, smaller than the value of 1.77 that Andrews (1985) has shown to govern the
transition in two dimensions. The supershear transition length (i.e., how far the rupture
propagates before reaching intersonic speeds) is proportional to a length scale arising
from the friction law governing the nucleation and stability of the daughter crack.
A sufficiently narrow fault width suppresses the transition; the critical width is
approximately 0.8 times the transition length on an unbounded fault. The transition
length is highly sensitive to the form of the slip-weakening law even when the
associated fracture energies are identical. Heterogeneous propagation, in the form of
abrupt accelerations or increases in stress-release rate, induces stress-wave radiation that
can trigger transient bursts of intersonic propagation.
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1. Introduction

[2] Recognition of the influence of rupture directivity on
strong ground motion has prompted a move to incorporate
the effect in seismic hazard analysis. Current efforts, how-
ever, have focused on parameterizing the effects of direc-
tivity only for subshear ruptures [Somerville et al., 1997;
Spudich et al., 2004]. At the same time, there is a growing
body of evidence that shows that ruptures can and often do
propagate at intersonic speeds [Archuleta, 1984; Spudich
and Cranswick, 1984; Bouchon et al., 2000, 2001, 2002;
Bouchon and Vallée, 2003; Ellsworth et al., 2004; Dunham
and Archuleta, 2004]. Since directivity results from the
interference of waves radiated from each point on a fault,
it is consequently determined by the timing, or propagation
velocity, of the rupture. A pronounced manifestation of this
is the difference between ground motions of sub-Rayleigh
and intersonic ruptures; in the latter, radiating S waves
constructively coalesce into a Mach front that transports
large velocities, accelerations, and stresses far from the fault
[Bernard and Baumont, 2005; Dunham and Archuleta,

2005; Bhat et al., 2007]. The resulting directivity pattern
is profoundly altered [Aagaard and Heaton, 2004].
[3] Given the essential need to understand if, when, and

where supershear earthquakes might strike, many have
turned to rupture dynamics in hopes of gaining an under-
standing of the conditions which give rise to supershear
earthquakes. This problem has a lengthy history, beginning
with both theoretical and numerical models [Burridge,
1973; Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki, 1977; Burridge et al.,
1979]. More recently, the supershear transition has been
explored numerically in three dimensions [Day, 1982b;
Madariaga and Olsen, 2000; Madariaga et al., 2000;
Fukuyama and Olsen, 2002; Dunham et al., 2003]. A
complementary approach has been taken in laboratory
fracture experiments. Initially, these involved crack growth
initiated by impact loading [Rosakis et al., 1999], and finite-
element analyses [Needleman, 1999] provided much insight
into the observed phenomena. A more recent set of experi-
ments was conducted under conditions bearing far more
similarity to ruptures on natural faults [Xia et al., 2004].
Despite the growing body of literature on the problem, no
consensus exists regarding the basic mechanics of the
supershear transition, and no single theory has been shown
to govern the observed phenomenology in both two and
three dimensions. This work aims to bridge these studies
and, by conducting a detailed examination of the physical
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processes occurring during the supershear transition, to
provide a unifying framework to describe the transition in
various geometries. This permits us to address such issues
as requisite stress levels needed to initiate supershear
propagation and the existence of minimum propagation
distances before the supershear transition is achieved.
[4] The early numerical experiments of Andrews [1976]

and Das and Aki [1977] on two-dimensional mode-II cracks
demonstrated that, for a given stress level, expanding
ruptures begin in the sub-Rayleigh regime and accelerate
toward the Rayleigh speed. If the initial stress exceeds a
critical level, a peak in shear stress traveling at the S wave
speed, first identified by Burridge [1973], initiates slip
ahead of the main rupture in what has been termed the
daughter crack. The daughter crack eventually becomes
unstable, and the rupture jumps to an intersonic speed.
The parameter determining whether or not a daughter crack
forms is the background level of initial loading, t0, relative
to the peak and residual strengths, tp and tr, respectively,
quantified in terms of the nondimensional seismic S ratio: S =
(tp � t0)/(t0 � tr) [Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki, 1977].
Their numerical results further quantified how far the main
rupture must propagate before the supershear transition
occurs, relative to another length scale in the problem: the
Griffith crack length for singular cracks in elastostatic
equilibrium. In a laboratory investigation of ruptures along
frictionally held interfaces, Xia et al. [2004] have qualita-
tively reproduced the behavior observed in the numerical
models. The dependence of the transition length on the
loading level differed from that obtained by Andrews
[1976]; they attributed this discrepancy to variation of one
of the frictional parameters (the slip-weakening distance)
with normal stress. Upon introducing such a dependence,
their results fell into much closer agreement with those of
Andrews.
[5] From a different perspective, this work identifies

several complications regarding the equations of motion
of a crack tip, i.e., predicting the trajectory of a rupture in
response to variations in fracture energy or stress drop.
Derivation of a crack-tip equation of motion was one of the
classic quests of dynamic fracture mechanics, reaching a
successful culmination in the work of Kostrov [1966, 1975],
Eshelby [1969], and Freund [1972a, 1972b]; the develop-
ment is well summarized by Freund [1998, chap. 7]. All of
these studies were limited to the sub-Rayleigh regime
although recently,Obrezanova andWillis [2003] and Antipov
et al. [2004] have developed approximate equations of
motion for the intersonic regime in the small-scale-yielding
limit, primarily to study the stability of steady intersonic
propagation.
[6] An important study of the supershear transition was

conducted by Gao et al. [2001] to explain the molecular
dynamics simulations of Abraham and Gao [2000]. In the
simulations, a block of material was loaded at its boundaries
with a constant strain rate, eventually leading to crack
nucleation from a preexisting slit along a weak interface.
The continuum analysis of Gao et al. [2001] is similar in
spirit to that taken in this work, in that a series of self-
similar solutions are derived to approximate the stress field
in front of a propagating sub-Rayleigh crack. For the
particular loading studied, there is a stress peak at the S
wave speed, but one which continuously grows in time

(even for constant rupture speeds). The authors then pro-
posed that as soon as the stress at this location exceeds a
failure criterion, chosen to mimic that used in the simula-
tions, then the rupture transitions to an intersonic speed.
One of the main points of the current work is that, in
addition to the formation of a daughter crack, the supershear
transition requires that the daughter crack becomes dynam-
ically unstable by reaching a critical length. Viewed from
this perspective, transitions between sub-Rayleigh and
intersonic speeds have much in common with rupture
nucleation processes.
[7] The development of a theory for the supershear

transition has two ingredients: a description of the rupture
history prior to the transition, from which stress conditions
on the fault ahead of sub-Rayleigh rupture are obtained, and
an application of a friction law, which governs the devel-
opment and stability of the intersonic daughter crack. The
primary focus of this work is on the first of these ingre-
dients, for which definitive conclusions and scaling laws
regarding the formation (but not stability) of an intersonic
daughter crack can be made without making any assump-
tions regarding the operative friction law. This is supple-
mented with a numerical demonstration of the sensitivity of
the stability of the daughter crack (and its implications for
predicting supershear transition lengths or durations of
transient supershear bursts) to the assumed friction law.

2. General Concepts

2.1. Importance of Nonsteady Rupture Processes

[8] Rupture speed is determined by how rapidly elastic
waves transmit stress changes from the slipping portion of
the fault to the unweakened region ahead of the propagating
rupture front. Mathematical solutions for steadily propagat-
ing ruptures exist at all speeds, but for mode-II ruptures,
only those in the sub-Rayleigh and intersonic regimes have
the necessary feature that energy is dissipated at the rupture
front. Steady state conditions have further been shown
[Freund, 1998, pp. 170–175] to asymptotically describe
the fields surrounding any nonsteady rupture, provided that
certain small-scale-yielding conditions are met. The ques-
tion arises as to how a mode-II rupture, initially traveling at
a sub-Rayleigh speed, can bypass the forbidden zone
between the Rayleigh and S wave speed. The wavefield
of ruptures propagating under steady state conditions is
composed entirely of waves having fault-parallel phase
velocities equal to the rupture speed; driving stresses are
transmitted along the fault at exactly this speed as well. For
the supershear transition to be initiated, stresses must be
transmitted ahead of the rupture front at speeds at or in
excess of the S wave speed. The generation of such waves
requires a nonsteady rupture process, i.e., one that is a
function not only of x � vt but also of both/either x and/or t
as well. Examples of these nonsteady rupture processes are
ruptures (either of crack or pulse form) that nucleate and
expand with time, initially steady ruptures that undergo
rapid acceleration or encounter regions of increased stress
drop, or any combination thereof. Many of these situations
can be idealized to self-similar models that permit quanti-
tative analysis; other situations require numerical solutions.
Note that even self-similar ruptures (for which the rupture
velocity is constant) are nonsteady in the context described
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above; their wavefields consist of waves propagating with a
spectrum of phase velocities.
[9] In this work, time and distance will be measured from

the point of departure from steady conditions (either from
nucleation, before which the medium is at rest, or from the
perturbation of initially steady propagation). The process
will be centered on (x, t) = (0, 0), and the length of the sub-
Rayleigh main rupture, as measured from the origin, is
denoted as L. Throughout this work, the ruptures are taken
to occur within an infinite homogeneous elastic medium
split by a planar fault at y = 0. The medium is linear elastic
and is characterized by its shear modulus m and P and S
wave speeds cp and cs, respectively. The Rayleigh wave
speed is cR, and all results are for Poisson solids. Slip is
constrained to the x direction, such that a mode-II rupture
propagates along the x axis.
[10] As stated before, this work focuses on simple exam-

ples of nonsteady rupture processes. In developing quanti-
tative models of the supershear transition, the rupture
velocity after t = 0 but prior to the transition is taken to
be constant. The rate of stress release on the fault then
depends on the spatial distribution of the stress field that the
rupture encounters and negates, as well as any variations in
the residual strength of the fault. The change in stress may
either be constant, as is the case for expanding ruptures with
a constant stress drop, or may decay as some power of
distance from x = 0. Since ruptures ultimately redistribute
stress on the fault (releasing it within the rupture and
loading the surrounding locked regions), the rate of stress
release determines the time dependence of the amplitude of
any stress waves appearing ahead of the propagating rupture
(which might trigger supershear growth). If the rate of stress
release is constant, then the amplitude of the stress field

ahead of the rupture remains constant in time. If the rate of
stress release decreases, then the stress-wave loading is
transient and decays as some power of time.

2.2. Formation of Daughter Crack

[11] As a first example, consider the case of a mode-II
rupture expanding bilaterally from a point at a constant sub-
Rayleigh speed leaving behind it a constant stress drop, the
self-similar crack model of Burridge [1973]. Figure 1a
shows the stress field on the fault, t(x, t), with the initial
stress, t0, subtracted out, and the resulting change in stress
due to slip, t(x, t) � t0, appropriately nondimensionalized.
The nondimensionalization will be specific to each prob-
lem; for the example shown, it is simply the stress drop, t0
� tr. In a later case, in which the supershear transition is
initiated by stress waves induced by a jump in rupture speed
from steady state propagation with a constant dynamic
stress intensity factor K, stress will be nondimensionalized
by K/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pcst

p
, a time-dependent factor. Despite these differ-

ences, the stress profile is rather universal, a consequence of
the transient response of an elastic medium to slip on a
planar fault. Stress on the fault begins to rise with the arrival
of the P wave and reaches a maximum just prior to the
arrival of the S wave. This feature will be referred to as the S
wave stress peak although this terminology is perhaps
misleading. At the arrival of the S wave, stress rapidly
decreases, then it rises again until the arrival of the rupture
front; the shear wavefront actually carries a rapid decrease
in stress.
[12] Figure 1b takes a closer view of the region surround-

ing the S wave stress peak. Realistic friction laws bound
stress to a peak strength, tp (in the expanding rupture
example, this is expressed nondimensionally as the seismic
S ratio). Stresses attempting to exceed this level are relaxed

Figure 1. (a) Stress field surrounding a self-similarly expanding sub-Rayleigh rupture, with arrows
marking the arrival of the P, S, and Rayleigh waves. (b) Close-up of the region near the S wave stress
peak. Imposing a peak strength, tp, (nondimensionally a value of the seismic S ratio, appearing
graphically as a horizontal dashed line on this plot) forces the growth of a daughter crack. The length of
the daughter crack, Ldc, can be estimated as the extent of the region for which t(x, t) > tp. Formation of
the daughter crack occurs only when S < Smax; Smax is associated with the maximum value of t(x, t)
propagating at the S wave speed. Smin is similar value associated with the level of the local minimum
between the main rupture front and the daughter crack.
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by slip to form an intersonic daughter crack ahead of the
sub-Rayleigh rupture. The length of the daughter crack is
denoted as Ldc. Self-similarity implies that all lengths in the
problem, including Ldc, grow linearly in time. The daughter
crack deposits in its wake a trail of slipped and then
relocked (and likely weakened) fault material into which
the main rupture propagates. Furthermore, as originally
postulated by Burridge [1973] and subsequently confirmed
numerically by Andrews [1976], there exists a value of S,
denoted in this work by Smax, above which the supershear
transition does not occur; this is the local maximum of
[t(x, t) � t0]/[t0 � tr] at the S wave stress peak. Finally, a
consideration of the stress profile suggests the existence of
another critical stress level, here termed as Smin, that
identifies the minimum stress level (in this example prop-
agating at the Rayleigh speed although this is not a
universal feature of these solutions). For S < Smin, the peak
strength level falls below the local minimum between the
sub-Rayleigh rupture front and the local maximum at the S
wave stress peak. In this case, one might speculate that
instead of the actively slipping region being separated into a
sub-Rayleigh main rupture and an intersonic daughter crack,
there would be but a single slipping region with tips
propagating at an intersonic speed. This may not actually
be the case, however. Self-similar solutions for intersoni-
cally expanding ruptures [Burridge, 1973; Broberg, 1994,
1995] feature a logarithmic singularity in slip velocity (the
logarithm arising from principal value integration across the
Rayleigh pole in analytical expressions) associated with a
Rayleigh interface wave. This singularity is associated with
a region of negative slip velocity, which, for frictional cracks,
likely corresponds to a locked region. It seems possible that
such a weak singularity might be smeared out by hetero-
geneities in the rupture process, but numerical simulations
of intersonic ruptures do reveal a locked region propagating
between the Rayleigh and S wave speeds, at least for
relatively smooth rupture processes. A further issue is that,
by allowing slip within a daughter crack, the stress field ahead
of the main rupture would be partially relaxed, likely lowering
the stress level at the local minimum. Thus, using the
condition S < Smin to predict that rupture should take the form
of a purely intersonic crack instead of a sub-Rayleigh crack
and an intersonic daughter crack separated by a locked region
should, at best, be interpreted qualitatively.

2.3. Stability of Daughter Crack

[13] The growth and stability of the daughter crack
depends upon two factors: the stress ahead of the propagat-
ing rupture, which drives its expansion, and the friction law
that determines the evolution and development of slip
within the daughter crack. Several studies of rupture nucle-
ation shed light upon the type of instability occurring within
the daughter crack, but all have the limitation of being
directly applicable only to quasi-statically growing cracks.
Studies by Campillo and Ionescu [1997] and Favreau et al.
[1999], later generalized by Uenishi and Rice [2003],
examined the stability of cracks developing under slip-
weakening conditions. This class of laws, in addition to
having a finite peak strength, tp, is characterized by a
weakening rate that describes the decrease in strength tst
with increasing slip Du. Quasi-static crack growth becomes
unstable when the crack length exceeds a critical length that

is proportional to m/wsw, where the slip-weakening rate is
defined as wsw = [@tst(Du)/@u]Du = 0, and in the case of a
linear slip-weakening law is simply (tp � tr)/Dc, where Dc

is the slip-weakening distance. The main difference between
these studies, even if extended to the case of a load moving at
a constant speed, and the situation encountered here is that the
growth of the daughter crack occurs over a range of speeds
rather than at one particular speed (say, the S wave speed).
[14] Perhaps more relevant to earthquakes are other forms

of weakening. When interpreted within the framework of a
power law slip-weakening model, seismic data suggest a
continual weakening with slip, with the best-fitting power
law exponent being about 0.3 [Abercrombie and Rice, 2005].
Compared to the commonly used linear slip-weakening law,
this form exhibits much faster weakening at small slip. The
implications of such a rapid weakening rate is discussed in
sections 5 and 7.
[15] The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that the

simple condition of the daughter crack reaching a critical
length determines when ruptures become supershear. The
rupture history generates the stress conditions ahead of the
rupture front, driving the development of the daughter crack
in a manner that can be quantified in terms of the daughter
crack length. Coupled with a specific friction law that
determines the critical daughter crack length required for
nucleation, Lnuc, a supershear transition criterion can be
formulated.

2.4. Supershear Transition Criterion

[16] The specific application of this idea is demonstrated
for expanding ruptures. An estimate of the daughter crack
length, nondimensionalized by cst and denoted as Ldc(S), is
first obtained as a function of S:

Ldc=cst ¼ Ldc Sð Þ; ð1Þ

which holds for all L less than the transition length
(in general, S is to be replaced by the appropriately
nondimensionalized peak strength, which is time-depen-
dent in certain circumstances). The explicit scaling of the
daughter crack length with time implies that the rupture
process is strictly self-similar. In the event that the rupture
accelerates during its growth, rather than always propagat-
ing at a constant velocity, Ldc(S) will also depend on time.
This is only the case when an additional parameter
containing dimensions of length is introduced, as this is
required for a proper nondimensionalization of the problem.
An example would be the fracture energy controlling the
growth of the main, sub-Rayleigh rupture front (which, when
combined with a strength drop scale and the elastic moduli,
yields a length scale). This parameter controls the rate at
which ruptures accelerate [Kostrov, 1966].
[17] Application of a specific friction law yields an

estimate of the nucleation length, Lnuc, of the form

Lnuc=Lfric ¼ Lnuc Sð Þ; ð2Þ

where Lnuc(S) is a second nondimensional function, and
Lfric is a length scale that will depend only on friction law
parameters governing nucleation processes (in particular, it
must depend on some slip or timescale in the friction law)
and also on properties of the elastic medium. For linear slip-
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weakening friction laws, the critical nucleation length is
proportional to mDc/(tp � tr), which is remarkably
independent of the initial stress level. The choice of Lfric
is not necessarily unique. Instead, for example, the quantity
mDc/(t0 � tr) could also have been chosen, which in turn
introduces into Lnuc a dependence on the background
loading, i.e., on S.
[18] The length scale Lfric enters directly from the physics

of nucleation processes happening within the daughter crack
and should not necessarily be identified with the length
scale associated with the fracture energy at the main rupture
front. It is tempting to do so, however, since this situation
arises frequently in numerical modeling of ruptures under a
linear slip-weakening law, or indeed, any slip-weakening
law associated with a scale-independent fracture energy.
Perhaps a more relevant class of friction laws is the one
exhibiting continual weakening with slip, as suggested by
the seismic observation of fracture energy increasing with
earthquake magnitude [Abercrombie and Rice, 2005]. For
such class of laws, the length scale governing nucleation
(and for this problem, stability of the daughter crack) might
be quite small, while that associated with energy dissipation
processes at the main rupture front could be orders of
magnitude larger. The distinction has profound implications
for the extrapolation of supershear transition lengths across
multiple scales, an issue which is discussed in section 7.
[19] The criterion for instability of the daughter crack,

and hence the supershear transition, is simply

Ldc ¼ Lnuc: ð3Þ

Combining equations (1), (2), and (3) yields the equation

Lfric=cst ¼ Ldc Sð Þ=Lnuc Sð Þ: ð4Þ

For a particular value of S, since cst / L, this equation has
as its single unknown, the rupture length L. The value of L
satisfying equation (4) defines the supershear transition
length, Ltrans, which is the distance that the main rupture
must propagate before transitioning to supershear speeds.

3. Supershear Transition on Homogeneous Faults
in Two Dimensions

3.1. Expanding Ruptures

[20] A convenient problem upon which to apply this
analysis is that of expanding ruptures in two dimensions,
the subject of the first numerical experiments to reveal
supershear propagation [Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki,
1977]. The rupture properties, specifically the stress drop
and friction law parameters, are spatially uniform, and the
rupture expands outward from a finite nucleation zone. As
Andrews [1976] points out, the rupture in its later stages
(once it has propagated several times the extent of the finite
nucleation zone) is well approximated by a self-similarly
expanding crack. In the self-similar problem, stress drop
and rupture speed are everywhere constant, such that the
rate of stress release by the main crack is also constant. This
implies that stresses and particle velocities are homoge-
neous of degree 0 in (x, y, t); that is, their amplitudes remain
constant in time, but all associated length scales grow
linearly in time. The problem also features an energy release

rate at the crack tips that increases linearly in time, in
contrast to the constant fracture energy condition used
both by Andrews [1976] and in similar numerical models
later in this work. As a consequence, the main discrepancy
from the self-similar approximation is that ruptures in the
numerical model accelerate toward the Rayleigh speed,
while in the self-similar model, they expand uniformly at a
constant speed. Violation of the constant rupture speed
assumption will be discussed later (in section 3.3, where
the self-similar model is compared to spontaneous rupture
simulations).
[21] To proceed, the stress field of a self-similarly

expanding rupture takes the form

t x; tð Þ ¼ t0 þ t0 � trð Þ�t x=cstð Þ: ð5Þ

The nondimensional stress profile �t(x/cst) is shown in
Figure 1 (see Appendices A and B for solution details).
Stress increases when the P wave arrives, reaching a
maximum just prior to the S wave arrival. The S wave
carries with it an inverse square-root wavefront singularity
in particle acceleration and stress rate, which manifests in
the rapid decrease in stress down to a minimum at the
Rayleigh wave arrival. Stress then rises to a singular
concentration at the rupture front. Imposing a failure
criterion by setting the stress equal to the peak strength
implies that at failure,

�t x=cstð Þ ¼ tp � t0
� �

= t0 � trð Þ: ð6Þ

The right-hand side is the seismic S ratio. The transition
cannot occur when S > Smax, and it is possible that the
rupture will take the form of a single intersonic crack
(rather than a sub-Rayleigh crack with a daughter crack
ahead of it) when S < Smin. We again caution that using Smin

as determined from a singular crack solution is dubious for
reasons discussed before.
[22] The values of Smax and Smin depend upon the rupture

process, which, in this case, are specified only by the speeds
of the two crack tips. Figure 2 shows the dependence of
Smax on these parameters. Particularly notable is the fact that
Smax decreases rapidly with the speed of the nearest crack
tip, suggesting that in order for the supershear transition to
occur, either S must be quite low or the rupture speed must
approach cR. Propensity for the latter will be greatly
enhanced for spontaneous ruptures once the daughter crack
begins to develop: Formation of the daughter crack initiates
slip and reduces the fault strength that the sub-Rayleigh
main rupture encounters. Of course, in the context of the
self-similar model analyzed in this section, rupture velocity
is unaltered by the growth of the daughter crack.
[23] The displacement field in this model is homogeneous

of degree 1, so after imposing a peak strength to generate
the daughter crack, its length grows linearly in time. The
length of the daughter crack, estimated as the extent of the
region in the vicinity of the S wave stress peak satisfying
the failure condition, is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Self-Similar Dugdale Model

[24] The validity of these ideas can be tested by compar-
ison of the previous predictions to numerically measured
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transition lengths for spontaneously expanding ruptures.
This requires specifying a friction law, ideally one for which
the critical daughter crack length can be calculated. A
suitable choice is the Dugdale model [Dugdale, 1960;
Barenblatt, 1962], in which fault strength is slip-dependent
and of the following form:

tst Duð Þ ¼ tp for Du < d0
tr for Du > d0;

�
ð7Þ

where Du is the slip, and d0 is the critical displacement.
[25] It is possible to analytically obtain an accurate

estimate of the daughter crack length by enforcing the
Dugdale friction law within the self-similar model. There
are several regions where stresses might exceed the peak
strength: at the tips of the main rupture and in the daughter
crack. In the context of the Dugdale friction law, the regions
over which stress equals tp should be interpreted as cohe-
sive zones. When the daughter crack forms, it can be
viewed as a spatially discontinuous extension of the cohe-
sive zone beyond the tip of the main rupture, and it permits
weakening to occur at intersonic speeds. If stress levels are
too low for a daughter crack to form, cohesive zones appear
only at the main rupture tips, and the rupture propagates at a
sub-Rayleigh speed. If stress levels permit the formation of
a daughter crack, it will be a passively driven extension of
sub-Rayleigh main rupture’s cohesive zone until the time at
which the sufficient slip (Du = d0) occurs within the
daughter crack for the entire weakening process to complete
at intersonic speeds. This precise moment marks the end of
the supershear transition: The intersonic daughter crack
assumes the role of the primary rupture front, and the
rupture propagates in a self-sustained manner at an inter-
sonic speed.
[26] In the context of this work, it is sufficient to enforce

the strength limit only within the region surrounding the S
wave stress peak ahead of the right-moving rupture front
and not within the analogous region on the other side of the
opposite tip and neither at the rupture fronts themselves (it

is straightforward to construct a solution that enforces these
additional constraints and bounds stress everywhere on the
fault, but such solution has only minor differences with the
simpler solution used here at the cost of introducing
additional parameters.) A particular choice of tp, or more
precisely of S, uniquely defines the extent of the slipping
region within a daughter crack ahead of the sub-Rayleigh
rupture. The speeds of the leading and trailing edges of the
daughter crack are denoted as b and a, respectively. In all
cases examined, cR < a < cs and cs < b < cp. Within the
daughter crack, shear stress is equated to tp, under the
assumption that at every point within the daughter crack,
slip is less than the critical value d0 (hence the model
applies only to times prior to the supershear transition).
The simplicity of this boundary condition is what renders
the Dugdale friction law so desirable. Outside of the sub-
Rayleigh rupture and the daughter crack, the fault is locked.
Note that while the fault is locked between the trailing edge
of the daughter crack and the right-moving sub-Rayleigh
rupture front, slip in this region will be nonzero. Mathe-
matically, the boundary conditions are written as

sxy x; 0; tð Þ ¼ tr for v� < x=t < vþ
tp for a < x=t < b

�
@ux
@t

x; 0; tð Þ ¼ 0 elsewhere:

ð8Þ

As in the previous section, v+ and v� are the speeds of the
right and left crack tips (or of the rupture front and healing
front for pulses), respectively.
[27] The solution is obtained by taking Laplace trans-

forms over t and x, setting up and solving a Hilbert problem,
and inverting the transforms with the Cagniard-de Hoop
method. Solution details are given in Appendices A and B,
and the main results are presented in Figure 4.
[28] The friction law (7) is enforced only within the

daughter crack, while stress at the main rupture front is
singular. This is likely justified for most values of S,
especially larger ones (for which the extent of the process

Figure 3. Estimated length of the daughter crack for
expanding ruptures in two dimensions, shown for various
speeds of the crack tips.

Figure 2. Smax for an expanding rupture, shown for
various speeds of the crack tips.
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zone at the main rupture front diminishes). Furthermore, as
the speed of the main rupture approaches the Rayleigh
speed, the process zone becomes vanishingly small and
the elastodynamic solution becomes quite independent of
the details at the main rupture front.
[29] The self-similar model satisfies the Dugdale friction

law within the daughter crack but only when slip at any
point within the daughter crack remains less than d0. The
point of maximum slip occurs at the innermost edge of the
daughter crack, which moves at speed a. A condition for
instability can consequently be formed by combining this
with an expression for slip in the self-similar solution

Du x; tð Þ ¼ t0 � tr
m

cstD x=cstð Þ; ð9Þ

where D(x/cst) is a nondimensional function that depends
on S and the speeds of the crack tips. Instability of the
daughter crack occurs when

t0 � tr
m

cstD a=csð Þ ¼ d0: ð10Þ

[30] The frictional length scale can be taken as Lfric = md0/
(tp � tr) although, as mentioned previously, this choice is
not unique. As the Dugdale instability condition depends
upon slip reaching a specified value, and as the amplitude of
slip depends on the stress drop, then the nucleation length in
this model will be sensitive to the initial stress level. An
alternative choice of Lfric that highlights the linearity of slip
and stress drop is md0/(t0 � tr); however, the previous
choice will be used henceforth.
[31] The daughter crack length is Ldc = (b � a)/cs, and the

nucleation length is

Lnuc Sð Þ ¼ b� a

cs

1þ S

D a=csð Þ : ð11Þ

Inserting these expressions into equation (4) yields an
expression for the supershear transition length:

Lfric

L
¼ cs

vþ

D a=csð Þ
1þ S

: ð12Þ

If instead the daughter crack length is estimated from the
self-similarly expanding crack solution without an imposed
peak strength, as in section 3.1 and Figure 3, then the
predicted transition length will differ. Using that estimate of
Ldc underestimates the length of the daughter crack but
never by more than a factor of 2. An underestimate is to be
expected since this alternative procedure neglects stress
transfer between the slipping region in the daughter crack
and the surrounding fault, which acts to drive further failure.

3.3. Numerical Validation

[32] The prediction (12) is compared to numerical calcu-
lations of spontaneously propagating ruptures under the
Dugdale friction law in the case that d0 and, consequently,
fracture energy are constant everywhere on the fault. Rup-
ture is nucleated by perturbing a preexisting crack in static
equilibrium. The displacement field associated with this
static solution, as well as details of the numerical solution,
is given in Appendix C. Comparison of the analytical and
numerical results is shown in Figure 5.
[33] Agreement with the predictions of the self-similar

model is quite good, particularly as S ! Smax. Deviations
from the predicted transition lengths are caused primarily by
departure from self-similarity. The self-similar solution has
the property that energy release rate grows linearly in time;
this allows the rupture to expand at a constant speed. In
comparison, these spontaneous ruptures grow under the
condition of a constant fracture energy G and, consequently,
must begin from a finite length and accelerate over some
timescale up to the Rayleigh speed. For the case of a

Figure 4. Solution to the self-similar Dugdale model, in
which the stress field adjacent the S wave stress peak is
limited to the peak strength, causing the formation of a
daughter crack. Slip velocity within the daughter crack is
also shown.

Figure 5. Supershear transition length as a function of
seismic S ratio. The line marks the transition length
predicted from the self-similar Dugdale model. The data
points are from spontaneous rupture calculations in which
the rupture is initiated by perturbing a preexisting crack in
static equilibrium.
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constant fracture energy, this timescale is 	mG/[(t0 �
tr)

2cs] [Kostrov, 1966; Aki and Richards, 2002, p. 574],
which translates to an acceleration distance 	(1 + S)2Lfric.
The numerical results in Figure 5 demonstrate that this
length becomes a small fraction of the transition length as S
increases.

4. Supershear Transition on Homogeneous Faults
in Three Dimensions

4.1. Expanding Ruptures on Unbounded Faults

[34] Three-dimensional ruptures involve a mixture of
mode-II and mode-III loading. As the supershear phenom-
enon is unique to mode II, it is expected to occur on
portions of the rupture front experiencing predominantly
mode-II conditions. The first three-dimensional rupture
process considered here is that of an expanding crack on
an unbounded fault with uniform stress drop and frictional
parameters. This model is likely applicable to the early
stages of rupture growth prior to the rupture saturating the
fault width. The initial growth of a three-dimensional
rupture may be approximated, then, as a self-similarly
expanding elliptical crack with a constant stress drop within
the slipping region of the fault. This problem has received
much attention [Burridge and Willis, 1969; Richards, 1973;
Willis, 1973; Richards, 1976]. As is the case in two
dimensions, the stress field is homogeneous of degree 0.
The results of Richards [1973], in particular his Figure 7,
indicate the presence of a peak in shear stress in the in-plane
direction ahead of a sub-Rayleigh rupture. This suggests
that the supershear transition should occur by the formation
of a daughter crack over some area of the fault ahead of the
main rupture, at least for sufficiently small values of S.
Stability of the daughter crack will depend upon its size and
shape, likely in a manner similar to that found in the studies
of Favreau et al. [2002] and Uenishi and Rice [2004] on
quasi-static nucleation under linear slip-weakening laws in
three dimensions.
[35] The self-similar elliptical crack provides a starting

point for a quantitative analysis of the supershear transition
in three dimensions. While Richards [1973] has presented a
method for calculating the fields surrounding such a crack
based on the Cagniard-de Hoop technique, an alternative
route to the solution, given by Willis [1973], is taken in this
work. Relevant details are summarized in Appendix D, and
the results (requiring numerical integration) match the cases
presented by Richards [1973].
[36] Calculations presented in Figure 6 confirm the exis-

tence of a stress peak moving at the S wave speed, similar to
that seen for two-dimensional mode-II cracks. Its amplitude
varies with position around the rupture front, attaining its
maximum value in the in-plane direction. Formation of a
daughter crack is expected if stresses within this region
exceed the peak strength; again, the relevant nondimension-
al parameter is the seismic S ratio. Provided that a similar
instability condition exists for the daughter crack, all of the
theoretical ideas for two-dimensional ruptures will carry
over directly to three dimensions.
[37] The nondimensional value of stress at the S wave

stress peak, Smax, increases with rupture speed as in two
dimensions; this variation, as well as the dependence on
position along the rupture front, is shown in Figure 7. The

largest value of Smax, beyond which the supershear transi-
tion cannot occur, is 1.19 (occurring in the in-plane direc-
tion when the in-plane and antiplane rupture speeds are cR
and cs, respectively). This is lower than the value of 1.77 for
two-dimensional mode-II cracks [Andrews, 1985]. A lower
value for the three-dimensional case is not unexpected,
given that convexity of the rupture front defocuses stress-
wave radiation from slip within the crack (the opposite
effect, focusing by a concave rupture front, underlies the
supershear transition mechanism described byDunham et al.
[2003]).

4.2. Expanding Ruptures on Finite-Width Faults

[38] An important extension of these ideas occurs when
ruptures saturate the width of the seismogenic zone. When a
rupture encounters the fault edges, arrest waves are trans-
mitted back across the slipping region of the rupture,
ultimately leading to the development of a slip pulse
[Day, 1982a]. Once this happens, the slipping region no
longer expands. As the rupture settles into steady state
conditions, the S wave stress peak moves off ahead of the
rupture and diminishes in amplitude due to geometrical
spreading. This phenomenon can be quantified for ruptures
on a fault of fixed width W in an unbounded medium. For a
given transition length on an unbounded fault, denoted as
Ltrans,0 when the context is not otherwise clear, there exists
some value of W below which arrest waves arrive at the
rupture front in time to inhibit the supershear transition. A
rough estimate of the critical value of W can be obtained in
the following manner. The daughter crack, traveling at cs, is
located at x = L0 = (cs/vII)Ltrans when the transition occurs,
where vII is the average rupture velocity along the x axis. It
takes a time L0/cs for the daughter crack to reach this point.
The arrest wave must arrive at the daughter crack prior to
the transition. The arrest wave is emitted from the top edge
of the fault when the rupture arrives there at time (W/2)/vIII,

Figure 6. Stress field surrounding an expanding ellip-
tical crack, with arrows marking the arrival of the P and
S waves. The rupture velocity is kcR in the in-plane
direction and kcs in the antiplane direction. The large value
of k = 0.95 shown here results in an extremely concentrated
stress singularity at the rupture front, as well as a large S
wave stress peak that is most pronounced in the in-plane
(f = 0) direction.
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where vIII is the average rupture velocity along the z axis.

The arrest wave then travels a distance

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L0ð Þ2 þ W=2ð Þ2

q
at

speed ca. Equating these times yields a single expression for
the critical W/Ltrans,0. Estimating the average rupture speeds
as vII � cR and vIII � cs, and using for the arrest wave speed,
the P wave speed yields W/Ltrans,0 � 0.9. Slightly decreas-
ing the arrest wave speed decreases this estimate. Numerical
modeling presented in the following section suggests a
value of approximately 0.8, slightly increasing with increas-
ing S, which is consistent with this geometrical interpreta-
tion. Dependence upon S likely arises from taking into
account the decay of arrest wave amplitude due to geomet-
rical spreading, an effect which increases with the transition
length (and consequently S), but which is neglected in this
simple estimate.

4.3. Numerical Validation

[39] These ideas are confirmed by numerical simulations
of spontaneous rupture growth analogous to those per-
formed in two dimensions, again using the Dugdale friction
law. Ruptures are nucleated by perturbing preexisting cracks
in static equilibrium. In contrast to the two-dimensional
case, for which there is an analytical solution to the static
problem, the three-dimensional solution must be obtained
numerically. Details are given in Appendix C3. Spontane-
ous ruptures are first modeled on unbounded faults loaded
at various levels; the resulting transition lengths are shown
in Figure 5. The dynamics of the transition in three
dimensions are identical to those in two dimensions in the
sense that the transition length decreases monotonically
with decreasing S and assumes its dimensional form in
comparison to the friction length scale arising from the
nucleation process of the daughter crack. The transition
lengths are longer in three dimensions than in two dimen-
sions, however, and the maximum value of S permitting the
transition is lower, implying that the elliptical rupture
geometry is less conducive to the transition than the straight
rupture fronts in two-dimensional models.
[40] Next, a finite fault width, W, is imposed in the

antiplane direction. On the basis of symmetry about the

midline of the fault (z = 0), the resulting rupture process is
quite similar to that which would occur on a vertical strike-
slip fault breaking the free surface, with the depth extent of
the seismogenic zone identified as W/2. The analogy is not
strictly correct, however, as the symmetry conditions in this
numerical study result in vanishing shear stress on a
horizontal plane through this midline, but the desired
condition of vanishing normal stress is replaced by one of
the vanishing vertical displacement. The differences have
not been studied in detail, but it seems unlikely that the
qualitative results will differ significantly. In fact, it is well
known from numerical models [Olsen et al., 1997; Aagaard
et al., 2001; Gonzalez, 2003] that propensity for a super-
shear transition is enhanced by the free surface.
[41] Figure 8 compares the rupture history on two

bounded faults to that on an unbounded fault. The values
of W bound a critical width, such that as this width is
approached from above, Ltrans diverges. Ruptures on the
slightly narrower fault never become intersonic, while those
on the slightly wider fault do. Prior to the supershear
transition, the rupture front contours are nearly identical
although a slight delay in growth can be seen near the edges
of the bounded faults. This difference, while minor in terms
of the rupture timing, is sufficient to inhibit the growth of
the daughter crack and to prevent the supershear transition.
[42] The divergence of Ltrans actually occurs over a

narrow, but finite, range of W. This is quantified from
numerical results presented in Figure 9 as W/Ltrans,0 �
0.8, which increases slightly with S, at least over the limited
range studied here (0.4 � S � 0.6). Such a result is
consistent with the geometric interpretation of arrest waves
arriving from the fault edges. This implies that the effective
value of Smax for bounded faults is a decreasing function of
fault width, or, in other words, that narrow faults must be
loaded closer to failure than unbounded faults to permit the
occurrence of supershear ruptures.
[43] The critical fault width expression may be written in

an alternative form by expressing the transition length as a
function of S: Lfric/Ltrans = ‘(S) (in which the function ‘(S) is

Figure 7. Smax for an expanding elliptical crack, shown for
various speeds of the crack tips. The rupture velocity is kcR in
the in-plane direction and kcs in the antiplane direction. The
largest value of Smax, occurring for k = 1 and f = 0, is 1.19.

Figure 8. Rupture front contours illustrating the critical
fault width (W � 0.8Ltrans,0) for S = 0.5. The contours,
defined as the location at which slip reaches the weakening
displacement, Du = d0, are plotted every 60 time steps
[=3.6585Lfric/cs] from t = 0 (the initial static solution).
Shown are contours from ruptures on an unbounded fault
(black) and on two finite-width faults (light and dark gray).
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obtained from Figure 5). Noting that W/Lfric = (1 + S2)k,
where k = [(t0 � tr)

2W/m]/[(tp � tr)d0] is the nondimen-
sional parameter defined by Madariaga and Olsen [2000]
and Madariaga et al. [2000], the condition for supershear
may be written as

k  0:8 1þ Sð Þ2=‘ Sð Þ: ð13Þ

This is similar to the criterion proposed by Madariaga and
coworkers: that k must exceed a critical value, kcr, to induce
the transition, but has the important difference that kcr is
highly dependent on S.

5. Sensitivity of Transition Length to Friction
Law

[44] The supershear transition length is quite sensitive to
the form of the friction law governing slip instability on the
fault. This stands in contrast to the dependence of sub-
Rayleigh rupture growth solely upon fracture energy due to
a strong trade-off between slip-weakening distance and
strength drop [Guatteri and Spudich, 2000]. The sensitivity
of the transition length arises from a similar sensitivity of
rupture nucleation processes to the form of the friction law.
[45] To explore this issue, a set of numerical experiments

was conducted for two-dimensional ruptures on uniformly
loaded faults. A power law slip-weakening law of the form

tst Duð Þ ¼ tp � tp � tr
� �

Du=Dð Þp for Du < D

tr for Du > D:

�
ð14Þ

was used. The fracture energy for slip greater than D is G =
(tp � tr)Dp/(p + 1). To permit a comparison between
different forms of the friction law, G is held fixed when
varying p; hence the value of slip at which the residual

strength is reached, D, changes with p. Spontaneous
ruptures were induced for various values of p, keeping
both the seismic S ratio and the fracture energy fixed. The
frictional length scale is taken to be Lfric = md0/(tp � tr),
where d0 is defined by G = (tp � tr)d0. In the limit
that p ! 1, this law becomes the Dugdale friction law
used previously, and the use of d0 here is consistent with
its previous use. As before, ruptures are nucleated by
perturbing preexisting static cracks (see Appendix C4 for
details on the numerical procedure and static solution).
[46] Quasi-static nucleation studies under power law slip

weakening (but characterized by continual weakening rather
than a plateau at a well-defined tr) by Rice and Uenishi
[2002] have suggested that for p < 2/3, instability occurs as
soon as the peak strength is reached. Using such a law
would raise delicate issues regarding convergence of a
solution obtained numerically, and since the point of this
section is not a comprehensive study of the supershear
transition under power law weakening, but simply a dem-
onstration of the sensitivity of the transition length to the
form of the friction law, values of p in this range are
avoided. On the other hand, rapidly weakening laws of that
form might be of particular interest to the earthquake
problem. Abercrombie and Rice [2005] suggest that seismic
data, if interpreted within a slip-weakening context, are best
explained by power law weakening with exponent p � 0.3.
Thermal pressurization provides a theoretical framework
that makes a similar prediction, but one for which the
weakening rate, while initially quite large (in fact, becoming
unbounded as the width of the shear zone approaches zero),
eventually diminishes with increasing slip [Rice, 2006]. In
both cases, the initial weakening rate is within the range for
which instability should be immediate upon stress levels
reaching the peak strength. This situation is not numerically
explored here, but a discussion of possible implications
appears in section 7.

Figure 9. Divergence of the supershear transition length
as the critical fault width, W � 0.8Ltrans,0, is approached,
shown for several values of the seismic S ratio. The spacing
in W is at the limit of the numerical spatial discretization of
the fault width. The data point at the smallest value of W
(for each value of S) corresponds to the narrowest fault
width which still permits the supershear transition, at least at
the numerical discretization level employed.

Figure 10. Supershear transition lengths under power law
slip weakening with various exponents but having identical
fracture energies. The Dugdale friction law emerges in the
p ! 1 limit, and the transition length in this limit provides
the upper bound on transition lengths under slip-weakening
friction laws. Inset shows power law slip-weakening
constitutive law.
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[47] Figure 10 shows that the transition length decreases
as p decreases, in accord with the expectation that a more
rapid weakening process will result in shorter nucleation
lengths. In the particular case studied here (S = 0.5), the
transition under linear slip weakening occurs in approxi-
mately a third of the distance required under the Dugdale
law.

6. Supershear Transition Induced by
Heterogeneous Rupture Propagation

[48] In addition to the ability of expanding ruptures to
jump discontinuously from sub-Rayleigh to intersonic
speeds, it is known from numerical simulations that the
supershear transition can be initiated by heterogeneous
rupture processes [Fukuyama and Olsen, 2002; Dunham
et al., 2003]. Ruptures accelerate in response to increases in
stress drop or to decreases in fracture energy on the fault.
Consider first sub-Rayleigh propagation in two dimensions;
there exist important differences in the intersonic regime
that will be discussed later. When ruptures accelerate, the
deformation field surrounding the rupture front adapts to
accommodate the new motion and possibly different energy
flux into the process zone. Information regarding the change
in rupture speed radiates outward from the rupture front in
the form of stress waves, establishing the steady state field
associated with the new propagation conditions immediately
upon the slowest elastic wave arrival, rather than asymp-
totically in time [Eshelby, 1969; Freund, 1972b; Kostrov,
1975]. In the singular crack limit, this feature implies that
the crack tip (idealized as a point) responds instantaneously
to local variations in fracture energy. As summarized by
Freund [1998, p. 394], an equation of motion for the crack
tip can consequently be written as G(L, _L) = G, where G(L,
_L) is the energy release rate of the crack as a function of its
instantaneous speed, _L, and a functional of the history of
stress release up to its current position L, and G is the local
fracture energy (which may be spatially variable and may
even be a function of rupture velocity for some materials).
Prescribing a particular distribution of initial loading and
fracture energy, the resulting differential equation may be
integrated to obtain the crack-tip trajectory.
[49] The situation is more complicated in the intersonic

regime. Huang and Gao [2001, 2002] and Guo et al.
[2003b, 2003a] have extended Freund’s ‘‘fundamental so-
lution’’ approach to the intersonic regime, finding that the
steady state dynamic stress intensity factor (the terminology
is still used to describe the coefficient of the stress singu-
larity although the singularity is weaker) is not established
instantaneously as in the sub-Rayleigh regime. Consequent-
ly, the chain of reasoning leading to the sub-Rayleigh
equation of motion cannot be followed. On the other hand,
progress has been made in this direction. Broberg [1999b],
using a cohesive-zone model at the crack tip, derived an
expression for the stress intensity factor for accelerating
intersonic cracks subject to arbitrary loading. A different
approach was taken by Obrezanova and Willis [2003], who
solved for the asymptotic structure of the crack-tip fields in
the presence of small fluctuations about a steady state
intersonic velocity. By combining this with the cohesive-
zone model of Antipov et al. [2004], an approximate
equation of motion is derived. A key simplifying assump-

tion, namely, that of a small-scale cohesive zone, requires
that the peak strength far exceeds the initial stress. This
precludes any possibility of extending this approach to
address the supershear transition. The purpose of this
section is to bridge the gap left by these studies by illustrating
several processes that permit jumps between the two speed
regimes.
[50] The central idea here is that stress-wave radiation,

induced by what would otherwise be sub-Rayleigh fluctua-
tions of rupture speed in a singular crack model, can trigger
transient supershear bursts when stresses are bound by a
finite peak strength. Whether or not these transients develop
into self-sustaining intersonic ruptures depends on whether
or not the deformation field associated with steady inter-
sonic propagation can become established over the duration
of the supershear burst. An important caveat is in order here.
The dynamics of the transition require the consideration of a
process zone at crack tips, and in this work, a cohesive zone
is used. The transient bursts that will be described can be
thought of in the following manner: A sub-Rayleigh rupture
with a cohesive zone at its tip is perturbed in such a way that
a burst of stress-wave radiation causes the leading edge of
the cohesive zone to surge ahead at an intersonic speed.
Under certain conditions, the cohesive zone will split into
two slipping regions separated by a locked region. The
faster region will be propagating at an intersonic speed,
while the slower part of the cohesive zone is attached to the
main rupture, which will have returned now to a sub-
Rayleigh speed. Instead of using a cohesive-zone model
to analyze this process, singular solutions will be found that
describe the stress-wave radiation induced by certain types
of perturbations. The theoretical predictions must therefore
be interpreted in only a qualitative sense, and a precise
quantification of these predictions appears to require de-
tailed numerical modeling.
[51] There are two main types of stress-wave radiation

induced by heterogeneous rupture processes; these possess
different scaling properties with regard to the time depen-
dence of the radiated field. The first arises from variations in
rupture speed in the absence of any additional stress drop,
such as might arise from variations in fracture energy on the
fault. The resulting radiation is transient in the sense that
stress amplitudes are extremely pronounced just after jumps
in rupture speed but decay as the inverse square root of
time. In contrast to this, any changes in the stress drop,
irrespective of whether or not the crack accelerates, generate
radiation in which the amplitude of stresses remains con-
stant in time, as was shown to be the case for expanding
ruptures on homogeneous faults.
[52] The transition mechanism is readily explored in the

context of a steadily propagating two-dimensional rupture
which suddenly encounters some perturbation. As a starting
point for a quantitative analysis, the following idealizations
are made: The incident rupture is approximated as a semi-
infinite mode-II crack that has been propagating for all
previous time at a constant velocity v1. Outside of the
process zone, the stress field is well described by the usual
singular field: t(x, t) = tr + K H (x � v1 t)/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p x� v1tð Þ

p
,

where K is the dynamic stress intensity factor. Regularizing
the stress singularity is a cohesive zone of length R. This
length scale provides a lag time, R/cs, over which the
rupture responds; only for times greater than this would
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predictions based on the singular theory be valid. Approx-
imation of the incident rupture as a steady state semi-infinite
crack implies that the initial stress and residual strength are
equal (i.e., t0 = tr) since no stress drop is permitted in this
limit. Two types of perturbations are considered, both
applied at t = 0 as the rupture front crosses the origin. In
the first, the rupture instantaneously undergoes a step
increase in speed from v1 to v2 > v1. In the second, the
stress drop increases in the region x > 0, parameterized here
in terms of a new residual strength tr

0 < tr. The two effects
are discussed separately in the following but, with an
appropriate superposition, may act in concert.

6.1. Response to a Step Change in Rupture Speed

[53] The first type of heterogeneous rupture process
considered is that of an abrupt jump in rupture speed,
unaccompanied by any change in the stress drop, as might
occur if a rupture encounters a region of decreased fracture
energy. Numerical simulations of this situation reveal that
the perturbation causes the leading edge of the cohesive
zone to surge at an intersonic speed. After a short time, the
cohesive zone separates into two regions, with the faster one
moving at an intersonic speed and with the slower one
moving at approximately the Rayleigh speed. The intersonic
portion of the cohesive zone is analogous to a daughter
crack that emerges from the rupture. This daughter crack
eventually dies out, and the entire rupture reverts back to
sub-Rayleigh propagation. The focus of this section is to
explain this phenomenon.
[54] As has been pointed out [Freund, 1972a, 1972b;

Madariaga, 1977], the process of crack acceleration can be
viewed as the negation of the stress field of the incident
rupture within the region behind the new rupture front. The
total stress field for an accelerating rupture can consequently

be written as the superposition of the stress field of the
incident rupture and the stress field induced by a semi-
infinite crack that begins at t = 0 and moves off at speed v2,
leaving behind its rupture front a stress drop that precisely
negates the stress ahead of the incident rupture. As the
rupture expands, the amplitude of the stress field to be
negated diminishes as the inverse square root of distance
(since the stress field of the incident rupture varies as (x �
v1t)

�1/2). This implies that the rate of stress release decays
as t�1/2, such that the amplitude of the resulting stress-wave
radiation decays with time in an identical manner (see
Figure 11a). Formally stated, the stress and particle velocity
fields are homogeneous of degree �1/2 in (x, y, t).
[55] The stress field after the speed jump, as derived in

Appendices B3 and B4, takes the form

t x; tð Þ ¼ tr þ
Kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pcst

p �t x=cstð Þ: ð15Þ

[56] A plot of the nondimensional stress field, �t x=cstð Þ, is
shown in Figure 11b. Its main features are similar to those
of expanding ruptures: Stress increases from the back-
ground stress field of the incident rupture at the arrival of
the P wave from the speed jump until the arrival of the S
wave, where it attains its maximum value. The S wave
carries with it a step discontinuity in particle velocity
and stress; this feature has been extensively analyzed by
Madariaga [1977], Achenbach and Harris [1978], and Rose
[1981]. After this abrupt decrease to a local minimum, the
stress field assumes the inverse square-root field associated
with steady propagation at the new speed, v2, and the
correspondingly lower dynamic stress intensity factor.

Figure 11. Stress field generated by a jump in rupture speed. Shown in Figure 11a are successive
snapshots in time, illustrating the t�1/2 decay of the stress-wave radiation. Shown in Figure 11b is
the nondimensional stress field, with the nondimensional peak strength parameter T(t) marked by the
horizontal dashed line [note that T(t) increases with time]. For (early) times such that T(t) < Tmin, the
‘‘daughter crack’’ is merged with the main rupture front in the form of a single cohesive zone with its
leading edge propagating at a supershear speed. When Tmin < T(t) < Tmax, the daughter crack emerges as a
separate entity that is spatially disconnected from the main rupture. At later times such that T > Tmax, the
stresses associated with this transient radiation will drop below the peak strength and the intersonic
daughter crack will go out of existence.
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[57] Imposing a peak strength implies that at failure,

�t x=cstð Þ ¼
tp � tr
� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pcst
p

K
: ð16Þ

Comparison with the analogous condition for expanding
ruptures (6) shows that the dimensionless quantity on the
right-hand side of equation (16), denoted hereafter as T(t),
plays a similar role in this problem as S does for expanding
ruptures. In contrast to the expanding rupture problem
where S is constant, T(t) increases with the square root of
time. Many of the previously developed ideas still hold:
Stress levels are too low for a daughter crack to exist when
T(t) > Tmax, where Tmax is the nondimensionalized value of
stress at the S wave stress peak. The value of Tmax depends
on the two speeds, v1 and v2, as shown in Figure 12.
Furthermore, the daughter crack is expected to be connected
with the main rupture in the form of a single cohesive zone
when T(t) < Tmin, where Tmin is the minimum value of
nondimensionalized stress that occurs after the S wave
discontinuity. For short times, T(t) will certainly satisfy this
condition.
[58] Effectively, when stresses at the rupture front are

regularized by a cohesive zone, the transient radiation
induced by the speed jump will cause its leading edge
(but not necessarily its trailing edge) to surge forward at an
intersonic speed. This situation persists until some later
time, 	[KTmin/(tp � tr)]

2/(2pcs), estimated from the con-
dition T(t) � Tmin. Around this time, the cohesive zone
splits into two regions: one at a main rupture running at
about the Rayleigh speed, and the second in the form of an
intersonic daughter crack that has now detached from the
main rupture. At a later time, given approximately by
[KTmax/(tp � tr)]

2/(2pcs), T(t) exceeds Tmax, and the
daughter crack will cease to exist. In other words, the
stress-wave radiation induced by the speed jump is initially
strong enough to drive the rupture front at a supershear
speed but, eventually, its decaying amplitude drops below

the peak strength and the rupture reverts to a sub-Rayleigh
speed. This can be seen in Figure 11a.
[59] Regression back to a sub-Rayleigh speed may not

always be the fate of the rupture. As numerical simulations
of expanding ruptures indicate, both sub-Rayleigh and
intersonic ruptures may exist under identical stress condi-
tions for the same friction law parameters. It seems plausi-
ble that this mechanism could potentially induce a transition
to self-sustained supershear propagation, provided that the
stress field associated with the steady state intersonic
solution could be established over a sufficiently large region
surrounding the rupture, a situation which would become
more likely for longer supershear bursts.
[60] The duration of the supershear transient can be

roughly estimated by writing the stress intensity factor as
K = K0k(v1), in which the static stress intensity factor may
be written as K0 = (t0 � tr)

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LK

p
, and k(v1) decreases

monotonically from k(0) = 1 to k(cR) = 0 [Fossum and
Freund, 1975]. Here t0 � tr is the stress drop of the
incident rupture, and LK is the length scale controlling the
stress intensity factor, for example, the crack length or fault
width. The transient dies out when T(t) > Tmax, equivalently
written as

t >
k v1ð ÞTmaxffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
1þ Sð Þ

" #2
LK

cs
: ð17Þ

It is difficult to imagine that the term in brackets can ever be
much larger than unity. To have an appreciable value of
Tmax, v1 must be a significant fraction of cR; this, however,
leads to small values of k(v1), which implies that several
kilometers of supershear propagation is possible for large-
magnitude earthquakes.
[61] Whether or not this window of opportunity is suffi-

cient for establishing a self-sustaining supershear rupture
depends on a condition similar to that of the daughter crack
reaching a critical length. In this case, it is speculated that
the trailing edge of the cohesive zone must also attain an
intersonic speed, which will be attained all the more readily
for small values of Lfric. A precise quantification of this
effect requires numerical modeling, but such is left for
future work.

6.2. Response to a Step Change in Stress Drop

[62] If, in addition to an acceleration due to variations in
fracture energy, the rupture also sustains an increased stress
drop tr � t0r, the above analysis must be extended. Whether
or not the additional stress drop is due to propagation into a
region of increased initial stress or decreased residual
strength is irrelevant at this level of approximation; both
are treated identically in this singular analysis. The change
in stress drop does not, in the absence of a change in
fracture energy, induce an immediate change in rupture
speed. Instead, the rupture responds to the history of stress
release convolved with a weight function having decaying
memory [Freund, 1998, chap. 7]. However, for the purpose
of gaining insight into the radiation produced by this
process, the model subsequently developed treats the rup-
ture speed for t > 0 as constant. The contribution of the
additional stress drop to the radiated field is that due to the
appearance at t = 0 of a semi-infinite rupture that takes off at

Figure 12. Tmax for a rupture after a jump in propagation
speed, shown for various speeds of the incident and accel-
erated rupture.
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speed v2, leaving behind it over the region 0 < x < v2t an
additional stress drop tr � t0r. Since this additional stress
drop is spatially uniform, then the rate of additional stress
release is constant in time. This implies that the stress and
particle velocity fields are homogeneous of degree 0, such
that the additional stress field takes the form

t x; tð Þ ¼ tr þ tr � t0r
� �

�t x=cstð Þ; ð18Þ

where the nondimensional stress field, �t x=cstð Þ, is shown in
Figure 13. The solution, details of which are summarized in
Appendix B, is identical in its scaling properties as that
associated with expanding ruptures since in both cases, the
rate of stress release is constant. The nondimensional peak
strength, appearing in that problem as the seismic S ratio,
appears here as S0 = (tp � tr)/(tr � t0r). This is identical to S
with the stress drop in the expanding rupture problem
replaced by the additional stress drop in this problem.
Likewise, the maximum value of S0 at the S wave stress
peak can be calculated as a function of v2, and the length of
the daughter crack is estimated as was done for expanding
ruptures. The results are nearly identical to those of
expanding ruptures having v� = 0 and v+ = v2; the only
difference in boundary conditions is that the fault is locked
for x < v�t in the expanding rupture problem, while it is left
free to slip in this problem. The resulting differences are
minor, and the reader is referred to section 3.1 for features
of the stress-wave radiation (such as the variation of Smax

0

with rupture speed).
[63] The similarity of the two solutions does not mean

that the supershear transition process will be identical. The
major difference is that the stress-wave radiation produced
by the additional stress drop must be added to the stress
field of the incident rupture. While the amplitude of the
radiated stress waves is constant in time, the maximum
stress level moving at the S wave speed diminishes as it
rides down the stress field of the incident rupture. Eventu-

ally (over a timescale determined in part by the dynamic
stress intensity factor of the incident rupture), the stress
level stabilizes relative to the new residual strength. Thus,
while this analysis yields a value of S0 that plays a similar
role to the seismic S ratio, conditions for the transition are
far more favorable due to the additional boost provided by
the stress field of the incident rupture. Again, it is beyond
the scope of this work to examine this issue in greater detail
with numerical modeling; such is reserved for future efforts.

7. Discussion

[64] Ruptures jump between sub-Rayleigh and intersonic
speeds when fast-moving stress waves ahead of the rupture
reach the peak strength of the fault and initiate slip in the
form of a daughter crack. The daughter crack may or may
not be spatially connected with the main rupture according
to the past rupture history and the peak strength level.
Whether or not the rupture ultimately transitions to a
supershear propagation velocity depends upon the stability
of the daughter crack. Numerical experiments, supple-
mented with analytical solutions for the Dugdale friction
law, confirm this reasoning. The phenomenology and scal-
ing put forth by Andrews [1976] for two-dimensional
ruptures carry over directly to three dimensions, at least
for ruptures in uniform stress and strength conditions on
unbounded faults. Interaction with a finite fault width
generates arrest waves which can ultimately stifle the
possibility of supershear propagation, provided that they
arrive prior to the supershear transition.
[65] To summarize the main results of this study, there are

two requisite conditions for sustained supershear rupture
speeds to exist on a particular fault:
[66] First, the average stress level, relative to the peak and

residual strengths, must be sufficiently high. If it is not, then
stresses at the S wave stress peak never reach the peak
strength and the daughter crack never forms (at least in the
absence of any heterogeneities in the rupture process). This
supershear condition is quantified in terms of the seismic S
ratio as S < Smax, where small values of S indicate faults
close to failure. The particular value of Smax depends on the
rupture geometry: for two-dimensional ruptures expanding
bilaterally, Smax = 1.77; for unilaterally propagating rup-
tures, Smax = 1.42; and for elliptical cracks, Smax = 1.19.
Smax is further dependent on rupture speed; reducing the
rupture speed from its maximum nonintersonic value (for
example, cR in the two-dimensional case) by 5 or 10%
halves the value of Smax.
[67] Second, the daughter crack must reach a critical size

and become dynamically unstable. The development of the
daughter crack is determined by the rupture process and
requires the rupture to have propagated some minimum
distance. There are two factors which influence this dis-
tance. If the rupture process is well approximated by a self-
similar solution (which occurs if stress drop is uniform and
if rupture speed is constant), then stress levels ahead of the
main rupture front remain constant while the length of the
daughter crack increases linearly in time. The resulting
transition length scales with the critical length required to
nucleate ruptures. The second factor, which becomes im-
portant when ruptures depart from self-similarity, is the

Figure 13. Additional stress field induced by an increase
in stress drop, which, when added to the stress field of the
incident rupture, yields the total stress field. If the rupture
accelerates when it encounters the heterogeneity, the stress
field of the incident rupture is replaced with the one shown
in Figure 11.
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distance required for a rupture to accelerate to its non-
intersonic terminal velocity. The timescale of the accelera-
tion process is determined by how the fracture energy varies
with slip (and consequently with rupture length or event
size). When these two factors are combined, it will be the
larger of the two distances that ultimately determines the
supershear transition length. In the numerical models pre-
sented in this study, a single scale-independent value of
fracture energy is used. In most cases, particularly for larger
values of S, the rupture accelerates to the Rayleigh speed
well before the daughter crack becomes unstable. In this
limit, the self-similar model does an excellent job of
predicting the transition length, as evidenced by the com-
parison shown in Figure 5.
[68] It is unclear which factor dominates in the earth.

Seismic evidence, interpreted in the context of a power law
slip-weakening model (but one in which there is no well-
defined residual strength, unlike the form used in this work),
suggests continual weakening with slip with an exponent of
about 0.3 [Abercrombie and Rice, 2005]. Thermal pressur-
ization offers a similar weakening process, in particular, one
that is characterized by rapid weakening at small slip [Rice,
2006]. Comprehensive studies of the supershear transition
under such laws are certainly needed. An additional need at
this point is an understanding of how the stress field
develops ahead of an actual rupture as it grows across
multiple scales, which requires knowledge of how fracture
energy and stress drop evolve as the rupture grows.
[69] A further result of this study is that the specific form

of the slip-weakening friction law exerts a large influence
on the resulting supershear transition lengths. It is conse-
quently a major concern as to whether such spontaneous
rupture models, as currently implemented, can be used to
determine the propensity for ruptures to become supershear
even if stress conditions are accurately known.
[70] Even if the conditions summarized above are not

satisfied on a particular fault, supershear propagation, at
least in the form of transient bursts, remains a possibility.
When ruptures encounter heterogeneities, stress waves are
produced. If these waves have sufficient amplitude, they can
trigger short-lived periods of supershear propagation. It
remains an open question as to whether or not the duration
of these transients is sufficient to cause a permanent switch
in rupture speed.

Appendix A: Cagniard Inversion Formula

[71] The Cagniard-de Hoop method is used extensively in
this work to invert Laplace-domain solutions of self-similar
rupture problems. Description of the method can be found
in numerous places, for example, in the works of Broberg
[1999a, pp. 339–401], Aki and Richards [2002, pp. 218–
235], and Pao and Gajewski [1977].
[72] A field f(x, y, t) that is homogeneous of degree n is

considered, such that f(x, y, t) = tn f0(x/t, y/t). For mode II,
any field can be split into dilatational and shear contribu-
tions as f (x, y, t) = f p(x, y, t) + f s(x, y, t). Expressions will be
obtained using double Laplace transforms, defined as

F zð Þ ¼ snþ2

Z 1

�1
e�szx

Z 1

0

e�st f x; 0; tð Þdtdx: ðA1Þ

In general, z is complex, and the transforms of the dilata-
tional and shear contributions are denoted as F p(z) and
Fs(z). Transforms of stresses and displacements are desig-
nated as Sij(z) and Ui(z), respectively. For mode-II sym-
metry conditions, boundary conditions are given in terms of
sxy(x, 0, t) and ux(x, 0

+, t) (or their time derivatives); the
transforms of these fields are designated as S(z) = Sxy(z)
and U(z) = Ux(z).
[73] The Cagniard inversion formula provides an expres-

sion for f (x, y, t) in terms of its transform:

f x; y; tð Þ ¼ 1

pG nþ 1ð Þ Im
Z t

0

Fp zp t0ð Þ

 � dzp t0ð Þ

dt0

�

þFs zs t
0ð Þ½ � dzs t

0ð Þ
dt0

�
t � t0ð Þndt0; for n 6¼ �1

f x; y; tð Þ ¼ 1

p
Im Fp zp tð Þ


 � dzp tð Þ
dt

�

þFs zs tð Þ½ � dzs tð Þ
dt

�
; for n ¼ �1;

ðA2Þ

where G(�) is the gamma function and

zw tð Þ ¼
�txþ sgn xð Þjyj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2=c2w � t2

p
r2

for t < r=cw

�txþ ijyj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � r2=c2w

p
r2

for t > r=cw;

8>><
>>: ðA3Þ

such that

dzw
dt

tð Þ ¼
� x

r2
� sgn xð Þjyjt
r2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2=c2w � t2

p for t < r=cw

� x

r2
þ i

jyjt
r2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � r2=c2w

p for t > r=cw:

8>>><
>>>:

ðA4Þ

In these expressions, r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
and the wave contribu-

tions are designated by w = p or s. The terms Ui
w(z) and

Sij
w(z) are the dilatational and shear contributions to the

displacement and stress fields, respectively, and can be
written in terms of either U(z) or S(z), depending on how
the boundary conditions are specified (see Table A1).
[74] The integral in equation (A2) is simply the sum of

the integrals of the two wave contributions, Im[Fw(z)], taken
along the Cagniard path z = zw(t

0) defined by equation (A3)
and parameterized by the real variable t0, such that dz =
(dzw/dt

0)dt0. This parameterization has the advantage of a
physical interpretation in which t0 is the elapsed time at the

Table A1. Dilatational and Shear Contributions to the Displace-

ment and Stress Fields in the Transform Domain in Terms of Either

S(z) or U(z)a

Field, F(z) P Contribution, Fp(z) S contribution, Fs(z)

Ux(z) z Ap(z) �b(z)As(z)
Uy(z) �a(z)Ap(z) �zAs(z)
Sxx(z) m[z2 + b2(z) � 2a2(z)]Ap(z) �2mzb(z)As(z)
Sxy(z) �2mza(z)Ap(z) m[b2(z) � z2]As(z)
Syy(z) m[b2(z) � z2]Ap(z) 2mzb(z)As(z)

aIf S(z) is known, then Ap(z) = �2 zb(z)S(z)/mR(z) and As(z) = [b2(z)
[b2(z) � z2]S(z)/mR(z). If U(z) is known, then Ap(z) = 2cs

2zU(z) and As(z)
As(z) = �cs

2[b2(z) � z2]U(z)/b(z).
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observation point (x, y) and the integral represents the
cumulative response, integrated over time, of the medium
at that point to the incoming dilatational and shear waves.
However, it is poorly suited for numerical evaluation.
Instead, it is advantageous to deform the integration path
away from the Cagniard path, which is permitted by the
analyticity of the integrand so long as the path deformation
does not cross any branch cuts or poles and the new path
begins at some point on the real axis between the branch
points and terminates at the Cagniard point zw(t). Such a
deformation eliminates inverse square-root singularities at
the branch points, i.e., when t0 = r/cw. These singularities
appear in dzw/dt

0 [see equation (A4)] and correspond to
singularities of the same order in @n + 1f (x, y, t)/@tn + 1 at the
wavefronts. The path deformation further avoids the strong
singular or near-singular behavior of the integrand at or near
the Rayleigh poles at ±1/cR. In practice, a semicircular
contour extending from the origin to zw(t) is an easily
parameterized replacement to the Cagniard path.
[75] For the special case that n = �1 and y = 0, equation

(A2) may be written as

f x; 0; tð Þ ¼ � 1

2pix
Fþ xð Þ � F� xð Þ½ �x¼�t=x ðA5Þ

The superscripts + and � denote the limiting value of a
function in the complex plane as the real axis is approached
from above or below. The imaginary part in equation (A2)
has been expressed in terms of the jump of F(z) across the
real axis. This form is particularly useful when setting up
Hilbert problems as discussed in Appendix B.

Appendix B: Construction of Crack Solutions:
Hilbert Problem Formulation

[76] A variety of two-dimensional self-similar crack and
pulse solutions are used in this work; this appendix gives
details of the construction of these solutions; a few have
appeared previously in the literature, while others are newly
derived here. For several problems, there are a number of
alternative solution methods; this appendix uses the Hilbert
problem formulation. The approach is standard for elasticity
problems and is discussed by Muskhelishvili [1953, pp.
230–238] in the static elasticity context.
[77] The problems treated here are mixed boundary value

problems, in which stress is given over some portion of the
fault, and displacement (or some time derivative of these
fields) is specified on the remainder. The solutions will be
constructed in the transform domain, with the Cagniard
inversion formula (A2) providing a link between the phys-
ical and transform domains.

B1. Expanding Cracks and Pulses

[78] To begin, consider the class of problems in which
stress and particle velocity are homogeneous of degree 0,
which includes bilaterally expanding cracks and unilaterally
expanding pulses with a constant stress drop. The speeds of
the two rupture tips are v±, with positive speeds denoting
motion in the +x direction. In this case, the problem is
most efficiently formulated in terms of stress rate and
particle acceleration. These fields are homogeneous of

degree �1, and their values on the fault may be written
using equation (A5) as

@2ux

@t2
x; 0þ; tð Þ ¼ � 1

2pix
Uþ xð Þ � U� xð Þ½ �x¼�t=x

@sxy

@t
x; 0; tð Þ ¼ � 1

2pix
Sþ xð Þ � S� xð Þ½ �x¼�t=x;

ðB1Þ

where, as stated before, the + and � signs denote the
limiting value of a function as the real axis is approached
from above or below.
[79] Elasticity and the assumption of mode-II symmetry

conditions provide a relation between the transforms of
stress and displacement:

S zð Þ ¼ �mB zð ÞU zð Þ; with B zð Þ ¼ c2s R zð Þ=b zð Þ: ðB2Þ

In these expressions,

a zð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=c2p � z2

q
b zð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=c2s � z2

q
R zð Þ ¼ 4z2a zð Þb zð Þ þ b2 zð Þ � z2


 �2
:

ðB3Þ

Branch cuts for a(z) extend from branch points at z = ±1/cp
to ±1 and likewise for b(z), with the branch chosen to
ensure Re[a(z)]  0 and Re[b(z)]  0.
[80] The boundary conditions in the transform domain,

obtained by replacing known values in the left-hand side of
equation (B1), take the general form

Sþ xð Þ � S� xð Þ ¼ S0 xð Þ ðB4Þ

over segments of specified stress, and

Uþ xð Þ � U� xð Þ ¼ U0 xð Þ ðB5Þ

over segments of specified displacement, where S0(x) and
U0(x) are the transforms of the stresses and displacements,
respectively, given as boundary conditions. The transform-
domain expressions are written in terms of x = �t/x,
implying the physical interpretation of �x�1 as the phase
velocity of the solution along the fault. The left half of the
complex z plane corresponds to waves moving in the
positive x direction and vice versa.
[81] At this point, either S(z) or U(z) may be sought; once

one is obtained, the other is available from equation (B2). The
choice is arbitrary, but often one leads to simpler expressions
in the end. To provide a concrete example, the remainder of
this discussion will focus on the problem of an expanding
rupture with a daughter crack on one side (the problem
considered in section 3.2). A constant stress drop is applied
within the main rupture. Stresses within the daughter crack
are relaxed to the peak strength, tp, by allowing slip over the
region surrounding the S wave stress peak. The boundary
conditions are given by equation (8), implying that the source
terms S0(x) and U0(x) appearing in equations (B4) and (B5)
are both zero (which is not to say that the stress is zero inside
either the main or daughter crack; since the problem is
formulated in terms of stress rate, it is this quantity which
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vanishes inside the slipping portions of the fault). Further-
more, the following results are given first for nonzero U0(x)
and S0(x), as these functions will be nonzero in several
problems considered later.
[82] To solve for U(z), the next step is to convert the

stress boundary condition into one on displacement by
rewriting equation (B4) using equation (B2) as

Uþ xð Þ � B� xð Þ
Bþ xð ÞU

� xð Þ ¼ � S0 xð Þ
mBþ xð Þ ; ðB6Þ

which holds over segments of specified stress. For the
bilaterally expanding crack problem, these segments are
�1 < x < �1/v+, �1/a < x < �1/b, and �1/v� < x < 1,
while for the unilaterally expanding pulse problem, these
are �1/v� < x < �1/v+ and �1/a < x < �1/b.
[83] The objective now is to combine equations (B5) and

(B6), each of which holds on its respective segments of the real
axis, into a single expression that holds for all x of the form

Uþ xð Þ
Xþ xð Þ �

U� xð Þ
X� xð Þ ¼

F0 xð Þ
Xþ xð Þ ; ðB7Þ

where the factor X +(x) on the right-hand side is inserted for
later convenience. The function X(z) is analytic, except
perhaps on the real axis, and represents the solution to the
homogeneous form of equation (B7) (i.e., that which is
obtained by setting F0(x) = 0). If x lies within the region
where stress boundary conditions are given, then compar-
ison with equation (B6) reveals that X +(x)/X�(x) = B�(x)/
B+(x) and F0(x) = �S0(x)/[mB

+(x)]. If x lies within the
region where displacement boundary conditions are given,
then equation (B7) is satisfied if X +(x)/X�(x) = 1 and F0(x) =
U0(x). It is thus evident that F0(x) represents the
inhomogeneous terms U0(x) and S0(x), expressed in terms
of transformed displacements.
[84] The homogeneous solution X(z) is determined by the

deformation mode, due to the dependence upon B(z), and
the locations of regions where stress and displacement are
specified. It is constructed by exploiting the fact that X(z),
and hence ln X(z), is analytic in the complex plane, except
across branch cuts on the real axis, and that the jump in ln
X(z) across these cuts, alternatively written as ln X +(x) � ln
X�(x) = ln [X +(x)/X�(x)] is known from the arguments
detailed in the previous paragraph. The Cauchy integral
formula can then be used to express the value of ln X(z) at
some arbitrary point z in terms of the known values of ln
X(z) along the line segment. This is a standard technique in
complex-variable formulations of elasticity problems; for
related discussion, see the works of Broberg [1999a, pp.
419–420] and Muskhelishvili [1953, pp. 230–234].
[85] Before carrying this out, note that

Bþ xð Þ
B� xð Þ ¼

1 forjxj < 1=cp
�1 for jxj > 1=cs
e�2piq xð Þ for 1=cp < x < 1=cs
e2piq xð Þ for � 1=cs < x < �1=cp;

8>><
>>: ðB8Þ

where

q xð Þ ¼ 1

p
arctan

4x2ja xð Þjjb xð Þj
1=c2s � 2x2
� �2 : ðB9Þ

To compactly represent later results, it is useful to define

S z; v1; v2ð Þ ¼ exp

Z �1=v2

�1=v1

q xð Þ
x � z

dx

" #

¼ exp �
Z 1=v1

1=v2

q xð Þ
x þ z

dx

" #
; ðB10Þ

with q(x) given in equation (B9) and subject to the
constraint cs � v1 < v2 � cp. This function is analytic
except for a branch cut between �1/v1 and �1/v2, across
which it satisfies

Sþ x; v1; v2ð Þ=S� x; v1; v2ð Þ ¼ e2piq xð Þ: ðB11Þ

Furthermore, S(z; v1, v2) ! 1, as jzj ! 1, and has the
asymptotic behavior

S z; v1; v2ð Þ 	 z þ 1=v1ð Þ�q 1=v1ð Þ
as z ! �1=v1

S z; v1; v2ð Þ 	 z þ 1=v2ð Þq 1=v2ð Þ
as z ! �1=v2:

ðB12Þ

Note also that S(�z; v1, v2) has a branch cut between 1/v2
and 1/v1, across which

Sþ �x; v1; v2ð Þ=S� �x; v1; v2ð Þ ¼ e�2piq xð Þ: ðB13Þ

It further has the asymptotic behavior

S �z; v1; v2ð Þ 	 z � 1=v1ð Þ�q 1=v1ð Þ
as z ! 1=v1

S �z; v1; v2ð Þ 	 z � 1=v2ð Þq 1=v2ð Þ
as z ! 1=v2:

ðB14Þ

This definition conforms to the usual definition of the
function S±(z), arising in the Weiner-Hopf factorization of
the Rayleigh function, equivalent in our notation to S( ±z;
cs, cp), as in the work of Freund [1998, p. 88], Kostrov
[1975], Broberg [1999a, p.441], etc. In a work on
accelerating intersonic cracks, Broberg [1999b] defines a
related function, which he also denotes S(z), that is the
reciprocal of the function defined here, but when solving
another problem using the Hilbert problem formulation,
Broberg [1999a, pp. 452–454] defines the function as it is
defined here.
[86] X(z) is then determined by evaluating the contour

integral

lnX ðzÞ ¼ 1

2pi

Z
lnX zð Þ
z� z

dz: ðB15Þ

The particular contour of integration in this case consists of
a counterclockwise circle at infinity, the contribution of
which vanishes, and clockwise contours encircling the
portions of the real axis on which stress boundary
conditions are given (in the regions where displacement is
given, ln X(z) is continuous across the real axis). Evaluating
the integral, and using the simplifying notation (B10), yields
for v� < 0

X zð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=cs

p
S z; cs; bð Þ z þ 1=vþð Þ3=2 z þ 1=v�ð Þ3=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=a

p :

ðB16Þ
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The multivalued nature of the complex logarithm permits
some flexibility in the exponents that appear; alternative
solutions may add some integer to the exponent (with some
restrictions; see the work of Muskhelishvili [1953, pp. 228,
230–232] for a precise discussion). This point has also been
made by Nielsen and Madariaga [2003] in their study of
expanding rupture pulses. The particular choices made here
ensure bounded strain energy and the desired asymptotic
behavior at the crack tips and the ends of the daughter
crack. In particular, stress at the crack tips is square-root
singular, while stress at the ends of the daughter crack is
bounded.
[87] A similar analysis for the unilaterally expanding

pulse (i.e., v� > 0), this time requiring that stresses at the
healing edge of the sub-Rayleigh rupture be nonsingular
(corresponding to energy-neutral healing), yields

X zð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=cs

p
S z; cs; bð Þ z þ 1=vþð Þ3=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=v�

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=a

p : ðB17Þ

Now that X(z) has been determined; equation (B7) is solved
using a second application of the Cauchy integral formula to
yield

U zð Þ
X zð Þ ¼

1

2pi

Z 1

�1

F0 xð Þ
Xþ xð Þ

dx
x � z

þ P zð Þ; ðB18Þ

where P(z) is a polynomial, which permits the addition of
homogeneous solutions to the particular solution given by
the first term on the right-hand side of equation (B18).
[88] There are no sources for the problem at hand, so the

integral term vanishes, leaving only the homogeneous
solution U(z) = P(z)X(z). The polynomial P(z) reduces to
a constant, P0, whose value must be determined by addi-
tional constraints discussed below.
[89] The solutions, equations (B16) and (B17), for arbi-

trary a, b, and P0 satisfy the boundary conditions that the
stress rate vanishes within the main and daughter crack and
that the slip acceleration vanishes elsewhere. However, the
desired solution specifies particular values of stress within
the main rupture and within the daughter crack and an
exactly vanishing slip velocity between the two slipping
regions. To do so requires enforcing three additional
equations:

sxy x; 0; tð Þ � t0
t0 � tr

¼ �1 for v� < x=t < vþ

sxy x; 0; tð Þ � t0
t0 � tr

¼ S for a < x=t < b

@ux
@t

x; 0þ; tð Þ ¼ 0 for vþ < x=t < a

ðB19Þ

[90] The expressions on the left-hand side are readily
evaluated using the Cagniard inversion formula, and a
nonlinear equation solver (for example, Newton’s method)
can be used to determine a, b, and P0.
[91] The homogeneous solutions for the Dugdale model,

equations (B16) and (B17), are easily modified if slip is not
allowed within the daughter crack. In this case, X(z) must be
continuous over the region �1/a < x < �1/b. Repeating the
derivation with this constraint yields X(z) = (z + 1/v+)

�3/2(z

+ 1/v�)
�3/2 for expanding cracks and X(z) = (z + 1/v+)

�3/2(z
+ 1/v�)

�1/2 for expanding pulses. The crack solution
matches the one given by Burridge [1973], which is
summarized by both Freund [1998, pp. 330–335] and
Broberg [1999a, pp. 414–418]. The pulse solution matches
that found by S. Nielsen (personal communication, 2005) as
an extension of the mode-III pulse solution by Nielsen and
Madariaga [2003]. Broberg [1999a, p. 418] has also shown
how such a solution arises from the general crack solution in
the limit that both crack tips propagate in the same direction
and the stress intensity factor at the trailing edge of the pulse
is required to vanish (corresponding to the condition of
energy-neutral healing).

B2. Semi-infinite Cracks With Trailing Loads

[92] A second application of the Hilbert problem method
is to solve the following problem: A semi-infinite crack
appears at t = 0 and extends from the origin at speed v2,
leaving behind it a load of constant magnitude tr � tr

0, the
trailing edge of which remains at the origin. This problem is
homogeneous of degree 0 in stress and particle velocity.
Formulation as a Hilbert problem proceeds as before except
that it is easier to seek a solution for S(z) instead of U(z).
[93] In this case, equation (B7) is replaced by

Sþ xð Þ
Yþ xð Þ �

S� xð Þ
Y� xð Þ ¼

G0 xð Þ
Yþ xð Þ for all x; ðB20Þ

where Y(z) is the homogeneous solution for the transform of
stress. This equation results from the combination of
equations (B4) and (B5), with the displacement boundary
condition (B5) converted to one on stress as

Sþ xð Þ � Bþ xð Þ
B� xð ÞS

� xð Þ ¼ �mBþ xð ÞU0 xð Þ: ðB21Þ

In the displacement-specified region, where equation (B21)
holds, Y +(x)/Y�(x) = B+(x)/B�(x) andG0(x) =�mB+(x)U0(x),
while in the stress-specified region, Y+(x)/Y�(x) = 1 andG0(x)
=S0(z). The solution to equation (B20), obtained as before, is

S zð Þ
Y zð Þ ¼

1

2pi

Z 1

�1

G0 xð Þ
Yþ xð Þ

dx
x � z

þ P zð Þ; ðB22Þ

where P(z) is again a polynomial.
[94] Applied to the problem at hand, the homogeneous

solution is found to be

Y zð Þ ¼
S z; cs; cp
� �

z þ 1=cRð Þ
z þ 1=v2ð Þ3=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=cs

p ; ðB23Þ

where S(z; cs, cp) is given in equation (B10). The transform
of the load is given by

S0 xð Þ ¼ 2pi tr � t0r
� �

d xð Þ: ðB24Þ

[95] In contrast to the previously treated problem, the
solution of interest is now the particular solution, obtained
by evaluating the integral in equation (B22) to account for
nonzero stress rates within the slipping portion of the fault
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(the delta function in the above equation). The solution is
consequently

S zð Þ ¼
tr � t0r
� �

Y zð Þ
zY 0ð Þ : ðB25Þ

This result matches the solution given by Broberg [1999a,
pp. 439–449], who also allows for the trailing edge of the
load to move at an arbitrary speed.

B3. Jump in Rupture Speed

[96] A further application of the Hilbert problem method
is to the case of a semi-infinite crack, initially propagating
under steady state conditions at speed v1, that instanta-
neously accelerates at t = 0 to speed v2 > v1. The total field
induced by this rupture can be written as the superposition
of that from the original steady state rupture, and the field
induced by a semi-infinite crack that appears at t = 0 with its
tip at the origin, which, as it propagates away at v2, negates
the stress field of the incident rupture:

s0 x; tð Þ ¼ � KH x� v1tð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p x� v1tð Þ

p : ðB26Þ

[97] A few differences from the previously treated prob-
lems appear in this case, however, since stresses and particle
velocities are homogeneous of degree �1/2. The Cagniard
inversion formula (A2), when applied to shear stress on the
fault, reads

sxy x; 0; tð Þ ¼ � 1

2p3=2ix
1ffiffi
t

p * Sþ xð Þ � S� xð Þ½ �x¼�t=x; ðB27Þ

where * denotes convolution over time.
[98] The load is simply the transform of equation (B26):

S0ðxÞ ¼ � Kffiffiffiffiffi
2x

p
1þ v1xð Þ

: ðB28Þ

A Hilbert problem is then formulated as in equations (B4)
and (B5), with nonzero S0(x) given by equation (B28). The
problem becomes

Sþ xð Þ � S� xð Þ ¼
0 for �1 < x < �1=v1

S0 xð Þ for � 1=v1 < x < �1=v2
0 for 1=cp < x < 1

8<
: ðB29Þ

Uþ xð Þ � U� xð Þ ¼ 0 for � 1=v2 < x < �1=cp: ðB30Þ

In this case, it is easier to solve for S(z) than U(z), so the
solution (B22) is used, in which G0(x) = S0(x) for �1/v1 < x
< �1/v2 and vanishes elsewhere. The homogeneous solution
for the transform of stress is

Y zð Þ ¼
S z; cs; cp
� �

z þ 1=cRð Þ
z þ 1=v2ð Þ3=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=cs

p ; ðB31Þ

as in the other semi-infinite crack problem. There is a com-
plication here that arises since the stress field is homoge-

neous of degree �1/2. Noting that equation (B27) may
alternatively be written as

sxy x; 0; tð Þ ¼ 1

2p3=2
ffiffiffi
x

p 1ffiffiffi
x

p * Sþ xð Þ � S� xð Þ½ �
� �

x¼�t=x

; ðB32Þ

it is evident that in order for stress to diverge as (x �
v2t)

�1/2 at the crack tip, then S(z) must diverge as (z + 1/
v2)

�1 rather than as (z + 1/v2)
�3/2 as in equation (B23) as

z ! �1/v2. To correct this, the homogeneous solution to
this problem is taken to be Y zð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=v2

p
, with Y(z) still

given by equation (B31). As I have been unable to provide
a rigorous justification for this correction, an alternative
derivation of the solution is presented in Appendix B4.
[99] However, to proceed by the current method, by

evaluating the integral in equation (B22), the solution is

S zð Þ ¼ �
iK

ffiffiffiffiffi
v1

pffiffiffi
2

p
1þ v1zð Þ

Y zð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=v2

p
Y �1=v1ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1=v1 þ 1=v2

p : ðB33Þ

B4. Jump in Rupture Speed: Alternative Solution
Using Weiner-Hopf Technique

[100] The solution to the speed-jump problem treated in
Appendix B.3 may alternatively be derived using the
Weiner-Hopf technique. This approach has been quite
successful for semi-infinite crack problems and is well
covered by Freund [1998, pp. 77–97, 340–350]. The
problem will be solved in a frame of reference moving with
the crack tip at speed v2. Any fields in this frame are labeled
with a tilde, and the transformation is accomplished by
letting ~x ¼ x� v2t, ~y ¼ y, and ~t ¼ t. The boundary con-
ditions in this frame are

~sxy ~x; 0;~tð Þ ¼ � KH ~xþ v2 � v1ð Þ~t½ �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p ~xþ v2 � v1ð Þ~t½ �

p for ~x < 0

~ux ~x; 0
þ;~tð Þ ¼ 0 for ~x > 0:

ðB34Þ

[101] Transforms in the moving frame are defined as

~F ~z
� �

¼ ~snþ2

Z 1

�1
e�~s

~z~x
Z 1

0

e�~s
~t~f ~x; 0;~tð Þd~td~x: ðB35Þ

and are readily obtained from those in the stationary frame
(A1) using the substitutions

~s ¼ s 1þ v2zð Þ and ~z ¼ z
1þ v2z

; ðB36Þ

and to transform back

s ¼ ~s 1� v2~z
� �

and z ¼
~z

1� v2~z
: ðB37Þ

The transformed fields are related via

~F ~z
� �

¼
F ~z= 1� v2~z

� �
 �
1� v2~z
� �nþ2

; ðB38Þ
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from which it follows that the mode-II stress-displacement
relationship (B2) becomes

~S ~z
� �

¼ �m~B ~z
� �

~U ~z
� �

with ~B ~z
� �

¼
c2s
~R ~z
� �

~b ~z
� �

1� v2~z
� �2 ðB39Þ

and

~a ~z
� �

¼ 1� v2~z
� �

a
~z

1� v2~z

 !

~b ~z
� �

¼ 1� v2~z
� �

b
~z

1� v2~z

 !

~R ~z
� �

¼ 1� v2~z
� �4

R
~z

1� v2~z

 !
:

ðB40Þ

The Wiener-Hopf equation is

~Sþ ~z
� �

þ ~S0
~z
� �

¼ �m~Bþ ~z
� �

~B� ~z
� �

~U� ~z
� �

; ðB41Þ

where ~S0
~z
� �

is the transform of the known stress for ~x < 0
as given in equation (B34):

~S0
~z
� �

¼ Kffiffiffi
2

p
~z1=2 1� v2 � v1ð Þ~z


 � ; ðB42Þ

and the superscripts + and �, in contrast to their previous
usage, now indicate functions that are analytic in the half-
planes Re(~z) > �1/(cp�v2) and Re(~z) < 1/(cp + v2). The
product factorization of ~B ~z

� �
¼ ~Bþ ~z

� �
~B� ~z
� �

has been
obtained, for example, by Freund [1998, pp. 345–347]:

~B� ~z
� �

¼ k1=2cs

v2

1= cR � v2ð Þ � ~z

 �

~S� ~z
� �

~b� ~z
� � ; ðB43Þ

where

k ¼ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v22=c

2
p

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v22=c

2
s

p
� 2� v22=c

2
s

� �2
~a� ~z
� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�v2~z
cp

� ~z
q

~b� ~z
� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�v2~z
cs

� ~z
q

~S� ~z
� �

¼ S � ~z
1�v2~z

; cs; cp

� �
=S �1=v2; cs; cp
� �

;

ðB44Þ

where S(z) is defined in equation (B10).
[102] Solution of the Weiner-Hopf equation proceeds by

writing equation (B41) as

~Sþ ~z
� �

~Bþ ~z
� � þ ~S0

~z
� �

~Bþ ~z
� � ¼ �m~B� ~z

� �
~U� ~z
� �

: ðB45Þ

[103] The right-hand side of equation (B45) is analytic in
the half-plane Re(~z) < 1/(cp + v2), while the left-hand side is
analytic in the half-plane Re(~z) > �1/(cp � v2) except for a
pole at ~z = 1/(v2 � v1) from ~S0ð~zÞ. Adding a term to both
sides to set the residue of this pole to zero yields

~Sþ ~z
� �

~Bþ ~z
� � þ Kffiffiffi

2
p

1� v2 � v1ð Þ~z

 �

1

~z1=2~Bþ ~z
� �� 1

1= v2 � v1ð Þ½ �1=2~Bþ 1= v2 � v1ð Þ½ �

( )

¼ �m~B� ~z
� �

~U� ~z
� �

� Kffiffiffi
2

p
1� v2 � v1ð Þ~z

 � 1

1= v2 � v1ð Þ½ �1=2~Bþ 1= v2 � v1ð Þ½ �
:

ðB46Þ

Both sides of equation (B46) are analytic in their respective,
but overlapping, half-spaces; hence, both sides must be
equal to the same entire function (i.e., a polynomial in ~z,
which gives homogeneous solutions to the equation). Only
the particular solution due to the load is of interest here, so
the polynomial is set to zero. The additional stress is then

~Sþ ~z
� �

¼
K
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2 � v1

pffiffiffi
2

p
1� v2 � v1ð Þ~z

 � ~Bþ ~z

� �
~Bþ 1= v2 � v1ð Þ½ �

: ðB47Þ

Using equation (B43) to convert back to the stationary
frame gives

Sþ zð Þ ¼ �
K
ffiffiffiffiffi
v1

p
v2=v1 � 1ð Þffiffiffi

2
p

1þ v1zð Þ 1þ v2zð Þ

�
1=cR þ zð ÞS z; cs; cp

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=v1 � 1=cs

p
1=cR � 1=v1ð ÞS �1=v1; cs; cp

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z þ 1=cs

p ; ðB48Þ

which is identical to the previously derived expression
(B33).

Appendix C: Numerical Method and Initial Static
Solutions

[104] This appendix describes the numerical procedures
used to calculate spontaneous rupture growth. The sponta-
neous ruptures in sections 3.2 (two-dimensional ruptures)
and 4 (three-dimensional ruptures) are nucleated from a
preexisting crack satisfying the Dugdale friction law (7)
and those in section 5 (two-dimensional ruptures) from
preexisting cracks satisfying power law slip-weakening
friction (14).

C1. Boundary Integral Equation Method

[105] The spectral boundary integral equation method
developed by Geubelle and Rice [1995] is used, which
has as its basis the relation

t x; tð Þ ¼ t0 x; tð Þ � m
2cs

V x; tð Þ þ f x; tð Þ; ðC1Þ

where t0(x, t) is the stress on the fault in the absence of slip,
V(x, t) is the slip velocity, and f(x, t) is the stress transfer
functional, given in general as a convolution over space and
time within the past wave cone. The second term on the
right-hand side is the radiation-damping response, relating
instantaneous changes in stress to those in slip velocity.
While written here in its two-dimensional version, a similar
relation holds in three dimensions between the two shear
stress components and the components of slip. In the
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spectral method, the spatial convolution is performed as a
product in the Fourier domain. Furthermore, f(x, t) is split
into the static contribution, dependent only on current slip,
and a contribution describing the transient approach to the
static limit. The quasi-dynamic formulation is obtained by
neglecting this transient contribution but retaining the
radiation-damping term. The fully dynamic formulation,
retaining all terms, is used in the spontaneous rupture
simulations, while the quasi-dynamic version is utilized to
obtain static solutions used as initial conditions in the
spontaneous case (see below). In all cases, a second-order
Runga-Kutta time-stepping procedure is used as introduced in
the context of rate-and-state friction by Lapusta et al. [2000].

C2. Static Solution in Two Dimensions for Dugdale
Friction

[106] Consider first a singular static crack of length 2L0,
inside of which the stresses have fallen from the remote
loading level, t0, to the residual strength, tr. The stress
induced on the fault is singular at the crack tips but may be
relaxed to the peak strength, tp, by allowing slip in a cohesive
zone of length R0 extending outside of the original crack. R0 is
determined as a function of L0 and the nondimensional remote
loading level relative to the peak and residual strengths,
parameterized here as the seismic S ratio.
[107] The Dugdale friction law, as applied here, is

t xð Þ ¼ tp for L0 < jxj < L0 þ R0

tr for jxj < L0;

�
ðC2Þ

where the extent of the cohesive zone is specified in terms
of distance along the fault, rather than in terms of slip,
although expressions to convert between these quantities are
given below. The solution to this problem was derived by
Bilby et al. [1963], who give the following expression for
displacement on the fault:

ux x; 0þ; 0ð Þ ¼
1� nð Þ tp � tr

� �
pm

"
xþ L0ð Þarccosh L0 þ R0ð Þ2þL0x

L0 þ R0ð Þ L0 þ xð Þ

�����
�����

� x� L0ð Þ arccosh L0 þ R0ð Þ2�L0x

L0 þ R0ð Þ L0 � xð Þ

�����
�����
#
;

ðC3Þ

where n is Poisson’s ratio. Evaluating slip at x = ±L0 gives
the weakening displacement

d0 ¼
4 1� nð Þ tp � tr

� �
pm

L0 ln
L0 þ R0

L0

� �
: ðC4Þ

To ensure that the crack is in static equilibrium, the
following condition must be met:

L0

L0 þ R0

¼ sin
pS

2 1þ Sð Þ

� �
; ðC5Þ

where S is the seismic S ratio. These relationships may be
combined to yield an expression for the equilibrium crack
length as a function of S:

md0
tp � tr
� �

L0
¼ 4 1� nð Þ

p
ln csc

pS
2 1þ Sð Þ

� �
ðC6Þ

To ensure adequate numerical resolution, L0 is resolved with
40 grid points. The resolution of the cohesive zone size R0

decreases with increasing S, ranging from 40 grid points at
S = 0.5 to about 16 grid points at S = 1. A small perturbation
in initial stress, 20% of t0 � tr, is applied within the
preexisting crack to initiate rupture. The perturbation forces
the initial crack to extend slightly beyond its equilibrium
length, causing it to become dynamically unstable. The
transition lengths are nearly insensitive to the perturbation
amplitude. As an example, for S = 0.5, decreasing the
perturbation amplitude by a factor of 4 (to 5% of t0 � tr)
only altered the location of the transition by 5 grid points
while increasing the amount of time the rupture spent in the
quasi-static nucleation phase by over 300 time steps. The
20% level offered a reasonable compromise between making
the rupture process independent of the initial perturbation
and devoting the majority of the computational resources to
the dynamic propagation phase of the rupture process. At the
smallest values of S (where the transition lengths approach
the initial crack lengths), the perturbation amplitude has a
larger influence, and it would perhaps have been preferable
to use smaller perturbations in this range. However, a
constant perturbation amplitude independent of S was used
for simplicity.

C3. Static Solution in Three Dimensions for Dugdale
Friction

[108] A similar nucleation procedure is applied in three
dimensions. Slip is constrained to the x direction, an
assumption that decreases memory requirements by a factor
of 2 in the boundary integral equation framework. The
boundary condition in the transverse direction is conse-
quently uz(x, 0

+, z, t) = 0. The static problem is specified by
first applying the boundary condition t(x, z) = tr over some
area, where t(x, z) refers to sxy(x, 0, z). The area is chosen
to be elliptical, characterized by semiaxes Lx0 and Lz0 in the
x and z directions. For a singular crack model (in which slip
is allowed only within this area), there result spatially
variable stress singularities at the crack edge. In the Dugdale
model, these singularities are relaxed by the introduction of
a cohesive zone extending some radial distance ahead of
original crack edge. The extent of this zone is also spatially
variable, such that the resulting values of d0, obtained by
evaluating slip at the edge of the loaded ellipse, depend
upon position along the crack edge. Since the numerical
simulations of spontaneous ruptures are to be performed
with a single value of d0, the desired static solution is the
one for which d0 is constant around the crack edge. There is
no guarantee that this is at all possible for an elliptical crack
(such a solution would require perturbing the shape of the
original crack), so the weaker constraint of demanding
approximately equal values of d0 in the purely in-plane
and purely antiplane directions is enforced instead.
[109] No analytical solution to this static problem exists

but is straightforward to obtain a numerical solution. The
traction boundary condition t(x, z) = tr is imposed within
an elliptical region on a fault subject to a remote loading, t0.
Stresses outside of this region are prevented from exceeding
tp, which requires slip to occur within a cohesive zone.
These conditions are readily enforced within the context of
a boundary integral equation framework; the solution is
obtained by solving the problem under the quasi-dynamic
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approximation and is deemed to converge to the static
solution when the slip velocity becomes negligible. The
eccentricity of the loaded ellipse is varied while preserving
its area, pLx0 Lz0, until the inferred values of d0 in the two
coordinate directions are approximately equal. This occurs
when Lz0/Lx0 � 0.7. The value of d0 thus obtained is the one
used in the dynamic simulations, in which ruptures are
nucleated from this original static solution by a slight
perturbation (as in two dimensions) within the original
elliptical region, again 20% of t0 � tr. Here the 20% level
was necessary to nucleate ruptures in many cases since the
chosen value of d0 was greater than critical over about half
of the rupture front. Values of d0 as a function of S are given
in Table C1, which also gives the two-dimensional values.
This numerical procedure is verified by performing a similar
calculation in two dimensions, which converges toward the
known analytical solution upon refinement of the mesh, but
only in the limit that the computational domain size
becomes much larger than the initial crack length (so that
the influence of the periodic replicas becomes vanishingly
small). In the three-dimensional dynamic rupture simula-
tions, Lx0 and Lz0 are discretized by 40 and 28 points. In
comparison to the two-dimensional case, the values of d0
(and hence the cohesive zone size) are about a factor of 3
smaller in three dimensions. Memory constraints limit the
three-dimensional calculations to values of S � 0.6.

C4. Static Solution in Two Dimensions for Power Law
Slip-Weakening Friction

[110] Static crack solutions may also be constructed for
slip-weakening laws of an arbitrary form, in this work for
power law slip weakening. In this case, the method outlined
for the three-dimensional case for the Dugdale law does not
carry over, and an alternative method must be used. Again,
the code is run in its quasi-dynamic formulation, with the
power law slip-weakening friction law applied everywhere
outside the region of imposed stress drop (jxj < L0). A
constant stress drop is imposed instantaneously within this
region, causing stress transfer to the surrounding portions of
the fault. The amplitude of the imposed stress drop is
chosen to ensure that the end of the fully weakened
cohesive zone coincides with the edges of the imposed
stress drop region after all waves have passed and slip

velocity has dropped to negligible values. The resulting slip
distribution was then used in the initial conditions for the
fully dynamic models. This method was validated by
comparison to the analytical solution for static cracks under
the Dugdale friction law.

Appendix D: Elliptical Crack

[111] This appendix summarizes pertinent details of the
solution to a self-similarly expanding elliptical crack
[Burridge and Willis, 1969; Richards, 1973; Willis, 1973;
Richards, 1976]. The displacement function, ui(x, y, z, t),
that satisfies the boundary conditions is

ui x; 0
þ; z; tð Þ ¼ v0i H t �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2=a2 þ z2=b2

p� �
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � x2=a2 � z2=b2

p
; ðD1Þ

where 2vi
0 is the slip velocity at the origin. Laplace

transforming time and Fourier transforming along the x
and z directions, such that the solution has exp(ikxx + ikzz +
st) dependence, yield

Ui s; kx; kzð Þ ¼ 4pab

s2 þ a2k2x þ b2k2z
� �2 : ðD2Þ

[112] Expressions for the shear and dilatational compo-
nents of all fields are given by Richards [1973]. While the
Cagniard-de Hoop method, in its three-dimensional formu-
lation, can be used to invert these transforms [Richards,
1973], the method of Willis [1973] provides a more direct
route to the solution. The inversion formula for either the
shear or dilatational component of the field, given in the
transform domain by F(kx, ky, s) and in the physical domain
by f(x, y, z, t), is

f x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ H t � twð Þ
2p2

Re

Z fþp

f

F �iWw; cos q; sin qð Þ
t þ iyWw= aw Wwð Þc2w

� � dq;
ðD3Þ

where f = arctan(z/x), aw Wð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� W2=c2w

q
, and tw = y/cw

for w = p or s. The Cagniard path is given in terms of the
complex along-fault phase velocity of the particular wave
type:

Ww ¼
tr cos q� fð Þ þ iy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � r2 cos2 q� fð Þ þ y2ð Þ=c2w

p
t2 � y2=c2w

; ðD4Þ

which satisfies Wwt = r cos(q � f) + iaw(Ww)z, where
r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ z2

p
. The branch of aw(W) is chosen such that

Im[aw(W)] 0; the branch cut lies on the realW axis between
�cw and cw. The method is discussed in more detail by Ren
et al. [2002] and Dunham [2005].
[113] The method requires one numerical integration over

the variable q to obtain stress rate and a second over time t
to reach stress. Following the strategy suggested by Willis
[1973, p. 29], the order of integration is switched, and the t
integral is converted into one over Ww. Furthermore, to
avoid singularities in the integrand associated with the
rupture front, the q integral is deformed into the complex

Table C1. Static Crack Parameters in Two and Three Dimensions

Under the Dugdale Friction Lawa

S
md0/[(tp � tr)L0]
(Two-Dimensional)

md0/[(tp � tr) Lx0]
(Three-Dimensional)

0.2 1.2907 0.3813
0.3 0.9900 0.3019
0.4 0.7973 0.2464
0.5 0.6619 0.2050
0.6 0.5613 0.1727
0.7 0.4836
0.8 0.4220
0.9 0.3721
1.0 0.3310
1.1 0.2965

aIn two dimensions, the fully weakened region within the crack has half-
length L0. In three dimensions, this region is elliptical, having semiaxes Lx0
and Lz0 along the coordinate directions. Slip is allowed only in the x
direction and Lz0/Lx0 = 0.7.
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plane using the parameterization q(s) = f + s � i sin s for s
running between 0 and p. An alternative procedure would
be to explicitly subtract the singularity as Richards [1973]
has done.
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